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Abstract

A popular method of analysing three phase ac machines and controlling three

phase ac power systems is to reduce the three coupled linearly dependent system equa-

commonly used to decouple the ac system equations and reduce the analysis complex-

ity are the Clarke (aþZ) and DQO transformations. The Clarke transformation reduces

the three phase ac system into a linearly independent two phase representation. The

DQO transformation eliminates the rotating fields from the ana15,si5 and reduces the

problem to a simple dual axis transformer problem. At present, both these transforma-

tions are performed either by a combination of analog and digital components or by

software in high speed complex digital signal processors [6]. With the cuüent drive in

technology to incorporate high speed complete digital systems with reduced operating

complexity and cost, neither of these two methods appears suitable. A solution that

has recently become more popular and feasible is Application Specific Integrated Cir-

cuits (ASICS).

Two ASICs have been designed to perform the Clarke and DQO power system

transformations. The design and test results of both the integrated circuits are

presented in this report. The Clarke transformation is digitatly implemented with one

parallel ripple multiplier, two subtractors, and two adders. The DQO transformation is

designed with two parallel ripple multipliers and one adder/subtractor. Both integrated

circuits work with 2s complement mathematics and have 9 bit inputs and 11 bit out-

puts for high accuracy. Each ASIC is processed with 3 lt* CMOS technology and

operates at frequencies above 800 KHZ. The top design criteria used for each design

are accuracy, operational simplicity, and speed. Simulation and test results illusn'ate

that these two ASICs are sufficiently fast and accurate for most real time power system

applications, and that thei¡ implemenation in actual application circuits has a relatively

low degree of complexity.
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{ntroduction

1.L The Problem

The di¡ect analysis of a three phase ac machine or a three phase ac network is

usually complex because of the linear dependence and coupling of the resulting system

equations. The linear dependence and coupling are a direct consequence of the

interaction between the three ac networks. In most analysis situations the interaction

and dependence are reduced by applying suitable linear transformations to the current

and voltage values of the ac system and using new sets of mutually uncoupled equa-

tions. The new uncoupled linearly independent equations simplify the ac network

analysis and produce simpler solutions. There are three popular linear transformation

techniques that have analysis equations with these characteristics. The Clarke (uþZ)

transformation begins with the three phase ac coupled quantities and maps into a two

phase system with linearly independent equations. The DQO transformation for elec-

tric machines, starts with the three ac coupled quantities but further simplifies the

analysis by mapping into a space with equations that are independent of rotor position.

As a result, the DQO transformation reduces the three phase rotating machine prob-

lems into simple dual axis stationary transformer problems. The symmetrical com-

ponent transformation is an extension of the DQO transformation and maps from the

three phase ac coupled network to a stationary dual axis uncoupled phasor space [1].

If the appropriate substitutions are made and the correct manipulations performed,

these three transformations can be reduced to two. The symmetrical component phasor

transformation can be performed by the DQO instantaneous transformation if the

appropriate value for 0 is used in the DQO system equations. Consequently, only the

Cla¡ke and DQO transformations need be considered.



One of the most popular areas for the Clarke and DQO transformations is power

system controls. The three monitored ac network quantities are transformed by either

of the iinea¡ transformations into two uncoupled system va¡iables. The use of two

uncoupled variables instead of the original three coupled quantities permits the design

of simpler control loops that are significantly easier to tune. These techniques are

gaining popularity and are being used in ac machine d¡ives [6], static compensaror

controls [8], FIVDC converters [5], and power system relaying applications. In addi-

tion to these uses, the Clarke and DQO transformations are used commonly in ac

machine analysis and in real time ac machine simulation. In these two applications,

inverted mappings are also used so the forward and reverse transformations are neces-

sary.

The main problem in using these two transformations for conrol ci¡cuits is the

existing methods of implementation. There is a significant amount of work being done

to improve the control statagies [10,8], to decrease the system recovery time

[5,6,7,10], and to increase the control system dependability [5], but little work is being

done to improve the transformation implementations themselves. Currently, the

transformations are either performed by familiar established circuits that use many ana-

log and digital components, or by high speed digital signal processors (DSPs) that

incorporate the actual t¡ansformations into the complex control system software [6].

At present, there is no simple completely digital ha¡dwa¡e implemenation available.

With the main objectives of the future control systems geared towards total digital

implementation, accuracy, dependabilty, low cost, and high speed, the present transfor-

mation techniques fall short of the demands. The analog components limit control sys-

tem accuracy due to the inaccurate fluctuating component values, restrict system

dependability due to unreliable analog devices, and limit system speed due to relatively

large RC time constants. The analog designs a¡e also completely uncomparible with

the digital control systems. The digital signal processors are a good approach, but also

have limitations. The processor is a software fix of a ha¡dwa¡e problem and is wasting

2



transforrnation time by interpreting instructions and doing unnecessary memory opera-

tions. It is also a very expensive and wasteful approach if the linear transformation is

being used in a relatively simple application that does not require such a powerful pro-

cessor. At present, the main problem with the DSP implementation is the complexity

of the software and the high cost to speed ratio. V/ith the characteristics of integrated

more desirable approach is to use Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) for

the linear transformations. It is the most economical and versatile approach and can

be the fastest implemenation if processed with advanced technology. ASICs have the

added advantage of being extremely dependable and of eliminating the waste of pro-

cessing power and the necessary memory operations in the DSP implementation.

Since ASICs are a complete hardware digital implementation, they also interface very

well with all digital control systems and can be made very accurate. The most impor-

tant advantage of using ASICs for the Clarke and DQO linea¡ transformations is that

they can be custom designed on a work station and fabricated in a low volume foundry

to produce low cost to speed ratios.

1.2 Purpose

It has been proposed that the best 'ù/ay to implement the Clarke (aþZ) and the

DQO linear transformations is to use Application Specific Integrated Circuits. It is
hypothesized that this is the best way to obtain the fastest complete hardwa¡e digital

implementation, the most dependable and accurate design, the simplest transformation

technique, and the lowest cost to speed ratio. The purpose of this research is to

demonstrate the validity of this theory. Two ASICs were designed, fabricated, and

tested to perform the Clarke and DQO transformations. The designs are based on

three main criteria. The implementations use the largest word lengths possible to

maintain transformation accuracy; the designs use limited timing to maintain low levels

of operational complexity; circuits use the fastest mathematical units available to



produce maximum operating speeds. The Clarke transformation is implemented in one

ASIC (here on in denoted the Clarke ASIC) and the DQO transformation is performed

by two. The fi¡st ASIC for the DQO transformation is the Cla¡ke ASIC and the

second is an ASIC that works in cascade with the first to perform the necessary

transformations that complete the DQO transformation (here on in denoted as the

maintain transformation versatility and accuracy, and to work around silicon workspace

limitations. Both ASICs a¡e bidirectional designs so that both forward and reverse

mappings are facilitated.

1.3 Scope

The next chapter of this report examines the mathematical component require-

ments of both the Clarke and DQOEX transformation ASICs. The chapter begins with

a general component count and then moves on to determine the actual component

word lengths. This chapter defines the specifications for all the logic components

required by the two IC designs.

The following three chapters, chapters 3, 4, and 5, present the designs and operat-

ing speeds of all the mathematical and logical components used in the two ASIC

designs. Chapter 3 discusses in detail the n bit x n bit parallel multiplier which is a

major component in both designs. It begins with a general explanation of an n bit x r¿

bit parallel ripple posititve number multiplier, is followed by the details of the actual

design, and ends with a presentation of the test results and speed limitations of the

multiplier. Chapter 4 discusses the adder and the adder/subtractor and presents the

designs, simulation speeds, and forecasted real time operating speeds of both units.

Chapter 5 is devoted to the design of the major support logic units used to complete

the circuit operations. The simulation speeds and forecasted real time operating speeds

are presented for the selectable 2s complement generator, the 2-l and 4-1 multiplexers,

and the D-latches.



Chapter 6 discusses the designs and test results of the Cla¡ke and DQOEX

ASICs. It begins with an in depth look at the design objectives used during the pad

frame layout and routing. Each ASIC is then presented with its specific operating

details, input/output requirements, timing diagrams, and operating speeds. The chapter

ends with an explanation of how the two ASICs work in cascade to implement the for-

'wâfd ând fevefse DQO u'ânsformâtion with eomplete input/output foqúifements; timiñg

diagrams, and test speeds. This section also presents an application that is used to

functionally test the fwo ASICs.

The last chapter, Chapter 7, comments on the results and makes recommendations

on how the designs can be improved by making minor alterations to the existing

design and by using state of the art processing technologies. This chapter ends with

some conclusions regarding the Clarke and DQOEX ASIC designs.
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Digital Implementations of
Line ar Tr ansformat ions

The initial steps required to design a digital implementation of a linear transfor-

mation are to define the best calculation algorithm, determine the type and total

number of digital mathematic units required, and decide upon the word length of each

component. This chapter examines the matrix equations for both the Clarke (oBZ) and

DQO linear transformations and defines the best algorithms to calculate the necessary

products and sums. Using the defined algorithms and a set initial word length, it

determines the total number of mathematical components required for each transforma-

tion and the necessary word length of each component.

2.L Algorithms and Required Components

2.î"î Clarke Transformation

The matrix equations for the forward and reverse Clarke transformations a¡e

given as [1]:

Forward

E] 
= +

.11t_
l- zz

./-? {_?
0 ))
111
aaa/-L2

[å]
(1)



Reverse

(2)

The variables A, B, and C arc the three phase ac quantities and the parameters cr and

p are the two va¡iables used in the two phase representation. The Z variable is the

zero sequence value and often has no importance in the ac analysis. It is basically

used to make the mapping invertable and can often be ignored.

Eliminating the matrix notation and writing out the forward matrix equations pro-

duces the following system.

d,=

p= (4)

Z= (s)

Looking at these equations and thinking in terrns of digital systems, it appears rela-

tively straight forward to digitally implement the Clarke transformation except for two

major factors. The d.ivide by 3 and multiply by {-¡ are values other than modula 2

and are very difficult to perform with a digital system. The multiplication factor of

{-3 ir only present in one equation so it must remain in the calculation system. The

factor of 2/3, on the other hand, is in every variable in every equation and can be

eliminated from the digital system. Consider rewriting the equations as follows:

i:l

101
r {-s

I

Zzr
r {-¡

I

22
tål

?lo B qj
3[ 2 2)

?l{t, {r.l
312 2 )

zle B clzlz + T + z)

(3)

2.Cf=-A
Ĵ

))-B .C
^^JJ

22 (6)



p=

Z=

system, the factor of 2/3 can be removed from the equations. Using the va¡iables A;

Bi and C'to represent the new scaled three phase ac quantities, the Clarke transforma-

tion equations can be written much simpler as:

G = A'-

+[+,] +l+,)
)))-A -B -C
^^4JJJ IJ

222

B, C,
22

(7)

(8)

.7
L

./-a ./_a"8, _ "C,z2
A, B, C'-r -l-222

(e)

(10)

(11)

With the three equations reduced to their simplest forms, the task remaining is to

determine the best digital algorithm to calculate s, F, and Z. A good step towards the

solution is to partition the equations into sets of two variable calculations and find the

sets that are corrunon to as many equations as possible. This minimizes the total

number of partial product calculations. A factor that needs to be considered when

doing the partitioning is the placement of the common scaling factors for each set of

two variable calculations. The scaling factors for each variable can be taken outside

the set or remain on each parameter. Moving the common scaling factors outside the

sets is the preferred choice in this digital implementation because the scaling factors

are smailer than one. Since it is better to round a sum of two numbers than it is to

sum two rounded numbers, moving the scaling factors outside produces more accurate

results. The most effective partitioning for equations 9, 10, and 11, is to group B'and

C'together and to move all the scaling factors outside the sets. Doing this produces

the following equations:



G=

p=

B=

z--

A = cx,+ Z

o = A'- 1[r'* r)
2

lr' - rìÌ

[r'* tì]

A'-'lt2\
{_¡ ly
2L

+{"

+1o,.

(12)

( 13)

(r4)z = !A'* ' lu'* tì2 2t )

Equation 12 is now i; i;r -"rt "ü"1;;; 
il ;;;;; ¡;. H;;;;;., A;;;i;;; it

and 14 still require further manipuiation. Equation 14 is easily simplified and made

more accurate if the scaling factor is again moved outside the set. Equation 13 is

made more accurate by performing the multiplication before the scaling factor is

applied. This follows from a similar accuracy argument to the movement of the scal-

ing factors in the groupings. It is better to multiply the sum and then round as com-

pared to rounding the sum and then doing the multiplication. The most efficient and

most accurate forms of the forward Cla¡ke transformation equations are thus given as:

(1s)

(16)

The order of operation follows conventional mathematic rules. A block diagram illus-

trating the necessary mathematical units and the transformation calculation process

defi¡ed by these equations is shown in Figure 1.

Similar analysis can be done on the reverse Clarke transformation matrix. Elim-

inating the matrix produces the three equation system:

(17)

(18)

(1e)
r {-g^-Zo * ;þ * zB=



c',

Figure 1: Block diagram illustrating the forward clarke transformation

I +Z (20)

These equations do not contain the 2/3 scaling factor problem, but do exhibit the same

{-3 multiplication factor. Equation 18 is very simple and is already in its most accu-

rate and efficient form. However, equations 19 and 20 require further simplification.

Doing the same analysis and reduction steps as for the forwa¡d transformation, and

reorganizing the variables yields the following optimized results:

A=C[

B=

C= (22)

Once again, the order of operation follows conventional mathematic rules. A block

diagram illustating the transformation process defined by these equations and the

necessary mathematical units is shown in Figure 2.

{-3

{-3

+Z

+") + +{

+"1 +{

I'

I'

(1 8)

(21)t'tÌ

t'ti

10



Figure 2: Block diagram illustrating the reverse Clarke transformation

The most efficient and most accurate digital algorithms to calculate both the for-

ward and reverse Clarke transformations a¡e now clearly defined. The next step is to

use these algorithms to determine the mathematical component requirements of the

Cla¡ke transformation design. Referring to equations 15 - 17, the forward transforma-

tion can be broken into five distinct two variable calculations.

1) B'+ C'

2) B'- C'

3) A'- 
{+ þ'. rl}

rì
4) A'+ LB'* C')

5) '/-3 lu'- c)
The division by 2 is not considered a calculation because it can easily be implemented

by a logical right shift. The five necessary calculations can be further grouped into

two additions, two subtractions, and one multiplication. Looking at the reverse

transformation equations 18, 2I, and 22 in a similar fashion, a very important

11



observation is made. The reverse transformation can also be broken into five distinct

two variable calculations that can be grouped into two additions, two subtractions, and

one multiplication.

This observation is important because it clearly illustrates that the forwa¡d and reverse

transformations can be implemented with the same type and the same number of

mathematical components.

Two problems remain before the total mathematical component count for the

Clarke transformation design can be finalized. The transformations have been reduced

to a series of five distinct mathematical operations consisting of one multiplication,

two additions, and two subtractions. The fi¡st question remaining is the number of

adders and subtractors to use. One adder/subtractor could be used for all the opera-

tions, one adder could be used for both the additions and one subtractor for both the

subtractions, or two adders and two subtractors could each be used once. The best

option for the design criteria of the Clarke Eansformation ASIC is to provide a

separate device for each calculation by using two adders and two subtractors. Using a

device more than once per calculation requires the addition of latches to store tem-

porary results, extra clock lines to clock the information through the devices, and

longer calculation times. It is argued that the overall increase in silicon a¡ea due to

the extra adder and subtractor is wa¡ranted by the timing simplification and the

increased operating speed. The drive for simple clocking schemes and fast conversion

cr,

Z

1

2

1)cr+

2)z

3) {-¡

4) I'

s) l'-+"] - +¡r,oì

t2



times over powers the criterion to minimize silicon area. Therefore, two adders and

two subtractors is a better design and five mathematical components are required.

The last question that must be answered before finalizing the component count is

the number of mathematical components needed to do both the forward and reverse

transformations in one ASIC. Each transformation (forward and reverse) requires the

aámé iype and numbei of ðompon¿nia, bui can ahé aáme Com¡oneni¡ be uiéa joiñity

for both directions. For each mathematical component, the inputs for the forward

transformation are different than those for the reverse transformation. The solution to

this problem comes from the idea of multiplexing. By multiplexing the inputs to all

the mathematical components in the Cla¡ke ASIC with 2-1 multiplexers, the inputs can

be switched to facilitate the transformation being calculated. This permits one multi-

plier, two adders, and two subtractors to sufficiently satisfiy the component needs of

both the reverse and forward Cla¡ke transformations. The isolation provided by the 2-

1 multiplexers allows the same five mathematical components to serve the dual pur-

poses and greatly reduces the mathematical component requirements of the Clarke

transformation ASIC.

2"1,"2 DQO Transformation

The matrix equations for the forward and

(linear at any instant in time) are given as [1]:

Forward

reverse DQO linear transformations
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Reverse
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-
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[å] +),,'[, -+) ,

+)*"[,-+] '

E)
(24)

If used for electric machines, the variables A, B, and C are the three phase voltage (or

current ) quantities and the values D , and Q are the two decoupled voltage (or

current) values used in the two phase stationary field equations. The O value is equal

to the Z parameter in the Clarke matrix equations and can similarly be ignored in

many applications. The sin0 and cosO values are usually provided by EPROM look up

tables and for electric machines 0 represents the angle of the rotor with respect to

phase A (see Figure 3).

An important characteristic of the DQO transformation matrices is that with the

proper decomposition and the appropriate trigonometric substitutions both the forward

and reverse matrices can be reduced to products of the Clarke transformation matrices

and a third simpler transformation matrix. The results of this decomposition produce

the following forward and reverse DQO matrix equations:

Forward

cosO sin0 0

sinO - cosO 0llJ+

,tit_
22
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Figure 3: 0 relationship to ac machines for the DQO transformation

Reverse

0

{-¡
2
.l¡
2

cosO sin0 0

sin0 - cosO 0 l;I
lo)

(26)1

2

i
2

Consequently, if the Clarke transformation is available, the DQO transformation can be

performed by doing the simple additional linea¡ transformation shown by the third

transformation matrix in conjunction with the Clarke transformation. Using the param-

eters of the Cla¡ke transformation as intermediate results, and observing from the

matrix equations that O = Z, the forward and reverse DQO transformations can be

performed by doing the additional elementary transformations (denoted as the DQOEX

transformations in this paper) shown by the following matrix equations in conjunction

with the Clarke transformation:
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l"ore sine ltl
I sinO - cosO J

cos0

sin0 -

(27)

(28)

As a result, the forward DQO transformation is performed by first using the Cla¡ke

transformation to obtain cr, p, and Z and then doing the additional transformation of

equation 27 on cr and B to obtain D and Q. Similarly, the reverse DQO transforma-

tion is done by using the transformation of equation 28 to transform D and Q into u

and B and then using the reverse Clarke transformation to produce A, B, and C.

Since O = Z, the Z output of the Clarke transformation is used in the forward DQO

transformation for O, and an appropriate Z is supplied by O for the reverse Cla¡ke

transformation to produce A, B, and C.

Upon examination of equations 27 and 28, it can be seen that the DQOEX

transformation matrices are identical. This is an even further simplification because in

escence only one matrix equation needs to be implemented in the DQOEX ASIC

design to facilitate both the forwa¡d and reverse transformations. Eliminating the

matrix and rewriting equation 27 (or equation 28 with different variables) in expanded

form yields the following two equation system:

D = crcos0+ psinO (2e)

O = crsin0 Bcos0 (30)

These equations ale currently in their simplest form and cannot be made any more

efficient or accurate. The calculations of D and p must be performed as the equa-

tions indicate without any reorganization or regrouping.
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In total, it takes six mathematical operations to calculate both these parameters.

1) crcos0

2) Bsin0

3) crcosO + Bsin0

4) crsinO

5) pdòse

6) crsin0 - pcosO

The six operations can be grouped into four multiplications, one addition, and one sub-

traction. The only design flexibility permitted in the DQOEX transformation is the

decision regarding the number of multipliers to use, and the choice between one

adder/subtractor or one adder and one subtractor. Concerning these decisions, similar

arguments are made as were made during the Clarke ASIC design. The separate com-

ponents have the advantages of being asynchronous, faster, and less complicated, but

are more expensive in terms of silicon real estate. Repeated use of a single component

saves silicon area, but requires exna latches and clock lines, and is usually slower.

However, the design decisions for the DQOEX Íansformation are more involved than

those for the Clarke ASIC. The restrictions of the silicon workspace, the size of the

multipliers, and the number of necessary multiplications cause a problem. It has been

decided to use parallel ripple multipliers as opposed to serial ones, the reasons for

which are explained in chapter 3. This decision in conjunction with the design cri-

terion to use large word lengths (8 bits or more) to maintain accuracy forces the mul-

tipliers to occupy approximately 257o of the silicon work space. V/ith this much area

required for a multiplier, it is impossible to implement the best design solution of four

multipliers and a second option must be considered.

Since four separate multipliers is impossible, further examination of the DQOEX

transformation indicates that the next best solution is to use two multipliers and one

adder/subtractor. Using the three components once to completely calculate the D

value and a second time to completely calculate the Q value requires the least amount
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of additional latching, timing, multiplexing, and wiring, and saves the most silicon

area. The adder/subtractor is set to add for one equation and to subtract for the other

and the two multipliers perform two calculations each. This technique requires the use

of two additional 2-1 roultiplexers to switch the inputs to the two multipliers and one

extra timing clock to select the equation to be calculated, but it is the best solution

ÞoSSibIe wirh the woikspâee âvâilable. A block diagram iliustrating how the com'

ponents are shared and how the DQOEX transformation calculation is done is shown

in Figure 4.

æ/8

Figure 4: Block diagram illustrating the DQOEX transformation

2"2 Component Word X-engths

Once it is clearly determined how the calculations for the forwa¡d and reverse

Clarke transformations and the DQOEX transformation are done, and how many com-

ponents are required by each, it is possible to work out the necessary word length of

each component. The three main design objectives governing the word length deci-

sions for both transformation ASICs are: 1) the word lengths should be as large as

possible to produce the highest accuracy, 2) the inputs to each individual IC should

have the same number of bits to maintain consistency, 3) when the two chips are

18
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working together to pedorm the DQO transformation they should have the same size

inputs and outputs for both the transformation directions to yield design symmetry.

The two objectives with the highest priorities are the large word lengths and the design

symmetry.

Determining the highest possible accuracy of each of the two ASIC designs is a

neú objeCaite pioblem. Two ahings Èotem ihe poaSible áCcuiáCt of maximum word

length of each design. The designs can only use a set number of input and ouçut pins

and can only occupy a preset amount of silicon area. Both these restrictions are due to

the limitations of the 40 pin pad frame used for the designs. The number of input and

output pins is not a critical problem and can usually be worked around by using input

and output multiplexing. The confined workspace, on the other hand, is inflexible.

The design must fit within the silicon work space of a 40 pin pad frame. The objec-

tivity in determining the maximum word length is a direct consequence of design ori-

ginality. Not being able to physically see how much room an n bit design requires

makes the word length decision very difficult. A feeling for how much area the design

will occupy can be obtained by placing the components together in the pad frame, but

no definate feeling can be obtained for the required wiring space. This is especially

true in a design with a considerable amount of interconnect. The common solution to

this problem is to use an iterative approach. The first design is done with a small

word length that is guaranteed to fit in the pad frame. The results are analyzed when

it is finished and the word length for the next iteration is increased closer to the max-

imum value. This is a safe approach because it always generates a prototype that can

be tested. It is a far better practice to have a small completed design that can be

tested than it is to have a large aborted design. For the designs of the Clarke and

DQOEX transformations this ideology was followed. The first iteration was an 8 bit

input design that fit easily into the given workspace. The results indicated that at least

one more bit could be added to the word length and the current designs now use 9 bit

inputs.
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With a set word length for the input variabies it is possible to work through the

calculation algorithms and determine the necessary sizes of all the mathematical com-

ponents involved. However, the digital mathematic system used in the designs must

be known before this can be done correctly. Three choices are available for the

mathematic system used in a digital design. It is possible to use positive number

fepfesentâtions ând conventional mathemâtics, Ls complement mâthemâdcs; or 2s com-

plement mathematics. For the purposes of the calculations performed by these two

designs, only the 1s or 2s complement systems are applicable. It must be possible to

represent negative values. out of these two systems, the 2s complement system is pre-

ferred because it is faster and requires less operations per mathematical calculation.

The ls complement system can require an extra pass through the adder or an extra

complemenation during the addition or subtraction than the 2s complement system [7].

The extra passes and complements waste crucial time and area and are unnecessary

operations if the 2s complement system is used.

To determine the word length of each component the DQO transformation is

used. The tra¡sformation that maps between the three ac parameters A, B, and C, and

the fixed field quantities D , Q, nd O is used because it sets the word length require-

ments of all components at once. Furthermore, it emphasizes the design objective that

these two ASICs are to be designed to work in cascade. Since the forward and reverse

transformations require different word length components in each ASIC, both direc-

tions a¡e analyzed. When doing the analysis three rules of 2s complement mathemat-

ics are required. The addition or subtraction of one n bit number and one m bit

number always produces a result that is less than or equal to n*l bits in length if
n ) m. The multiplication of an n bit number by a factor of {_3, which is less than

2, always generates a product that is less than n +1 bits in length. Lastly, the multipli-

cation of an n bit number by a factor of sin0 or cosO, which is less than or equal to

one, produces a result that is less than or equal to n bits in length. In the analysis to
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follow, the word lengths of {-3, sinO, and cos0 are not yet defined and an n bit word

length is assumed.

The forward DQO transformation mapping algorithm is defined by equations 15 -

17 , 25, and 26. Starting with the three phase ac system scaled quantities A: B : and C'

as the inputs, the two stage DQO transformation process begins with the forward

Ciarke Íánsformáiioñ. Sèiiiñg ihé iniiiál woid length of ¡hé 2s Comþlément inþuii át 9

bits, the necessary word lengths of the mathematical components in the Clarke ASIC

are determined as follows:

A'B'C'+ aþZ

B'+ C'
B'+ C'

-) L0 bit adder

+ 10 bit subtractor

-) L0 bit subtractor10 bits

I I bíts -+ 10 bit x n bit multiplier

2

cr = ^,-lt+)
B,_ C,

r/-3 lu,- ,)

10 bíts

o'* b'* c) I I bits + 11 bit adder

2

Using the generated 10 bit cr and B quantities as the inputs to the DQOEX transforma-

tion ASIC to complete the DQO transformation, the mathematical component sizes in

the DQOEX design are found to be:
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aþZ -+ DQO

crcos0 I0 bits

psin0 l0 bits

D = crcos0+Bsin0 1I bits

n0 bit x n bit multiplier

10 bit x n bit multiplier

tr 1 bit adder/subtractor

L0 bit x n bit multiplier

L0 bit x n bit multiplier

crsin0

pcos0

I0 bits

I0 bits

O = crsin0-Bcos0

O=Z

L1 bit adder/subtractor

l0 bíts

Hence, the DQO transformation uses three 9 bit scaied power system inputs, generates

two 11 bit fixed field outputs and one 10 bit zero sequence output, and requires the

component sizes listed above.

Doing the reverse DQO transformation analysis is a similar process. The reverse

DQO transformation mapping algorithm is defined by equations 18, 2I, 22, and 24.

Beginning with the two non rotating field inputs D and Q, and the same word length

for the zero sequence parameter O, the two stage DQO transformation process sta.rts

with the DQOEX transformation. Defining the initial word length of all three 2s com-

plement input parameters as 9 bits, the DQOEX ASIC component sizes are determined

as follows:

1I bits
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ÐQO -+ a.þz

D cos0

O sinO

G = Dcos0+QsinO

D sin0

B cosO

B = Dsin0-Qcos0

Z = O = 9bíts

Using the generated 10 bit values for cr and B and the 9 bit value for Z, the reverse

DQO transformation is completed by the Clarke transformation ASIC. The necessary

mathematical component sizes needed in the Clarke ASIC for the reverse DQO

transformation are found to be:

aBZ + ABC

A = a,+Z

c[

2

z-a
2

./_¡ Þ

./_t_q

2
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rl
B = lz-!l+I 2) 11 bits -+ lf. bit adder

c = l'- I I bits -+ lf. bit subtractor

Hence, the DQO transformation once again uses 9 bit inputs and generates 11 bit out-

puts and the design objective of DQO transformation inpuloutput symmetry is

achieved. The component word lengths for the reverse DQO transformation are

clearly defined by the component iist given above.

Since each ASIC is going to use the same components for the forward transfor-

mation and for the reverse transformation, the largest of the two required component

sizes must be used in the designs. Furthermore, to simplify the design process and to

save time a good practice is to design only one mathematical component to satisfy all

the similar mathematic operations of both ASICs. In summary then, the following

word lengths are required for each component in each ASIC design.

Clarke ASIC

10 bit x n bit multiplier

I 1 bit adders

11 bit subtractors

DQOEX ASIC

10 bit x n bit multipliers

i1 bit adder/subtractor

Three word lengths that remain unsolved are the size of the {-3, cos0, and sinO

representations, and the corresponding word lengths of the resuiting multipliers. These

word lengths are not dependent on the analysis and are completely user definable.

They depend on the selected size of the word used to represent {-¡ *¿ the size of the

words used in the sinO and cosO EPROMs. Ideally these wo¡d lengths should be as
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large as possible but not significantly larger than the words they are multiplying. The

larger the word lengths the more accurate the representation but there is a point

beyond which the accuracy becomes futile and even detrimental. It is not advanta-

geous to use a word length for the multiplier that is much larger than the multiplicand

because the accuracy of the product is directly dependent on the least accurate input.

Furthermore; the longer the word lengths the longer the calculation time, the more area

consumed, and the more input pins required. The best design is to find a compromise

such that the word lengths are large enough to provide sufficient accuracy and rela-

tively the same size as the values they are multiplying. Consequently, 10 bit words

are used for the {-3, ,inO, and cosO representations, and the Cla¡ke and DQOEX

transformation ASIC designs each use 10 bit x 10 bit multipliers.
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CFNAPT'ÐR. 3

N bit x ÌV bit Multipliers

The last chapter illustrated that a major mathematical component common to both the

Cla¡ke and DQOEX ASICs is a 10 bit x 10 bit multiplier. This chapter begins with an

explanation of why a parallel multiplier is used instead of a serial multiplier and how

to use positive number multipliers (PNMs) to do 2s complement multiplication. The

section continues with the general design theory of an n bit x n bit parallel ripple

positive number multiplier and then moves on to the actual designs of the multipliers

used in the two transformation ASICs. The chapter concludes with a presentation of

the simulation and test results for a 10 bit x 10 bit parallel ripple positive number mul-

tiplier.

3.L Which Multiplier and F{ow To l-lse trt

Having made the decision to work with 10 bit x 10 bit multipliers in Chapter 2,

the question that now arises is what type of multiplier to use. The multiplier selected

must be able to work with the 2s complement number system and multiply signed

operands. Three main options are available for the multipliers used to do the 2s com-

plement multiplication in the Clarke and DQOEX transformations. The first option is

a sign magnitude multiplier that works by eliminating the sign and using a positive

number multiplier (PNM). The next available choice is to implement a multiplier that

does signed operand multiplication by using the sign bit extension process mentioned

in Hamacher's book [3]. The last option, also discussed by Hamacher, is to build a

multiplier that implements the Booth algorithm and accomodates signed number
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multiplication [3]. All th¡ee methods have their implied advantages and disadvantages,

but the sign magnitude process is the most appealing for the two transformation ASICs

designed. The sign magnitude process is much easier to implement and requires less

contol logic than either of the signed operand techniques mentioned by Hamacher.

The sign magnitude design is also smaller and significantly faster than either of the

other two implementations.

Choosing the sign magnitude technique does not complete the decisions required

to begin multiplier construction. The sign magnitude multiplication method uses a

multiplier that does positive number multiplication. There is no specification in the

technique that indicates how this is to be done. A decision must be made between

sequential serial or parallel ripple multiplication of positive numbers. The sequential

serial multiplication is a slow operation that uses a series of shifts and adds. It occu-

pies very little silicon area but requires clocking and control circuitry. The parallel

ripple multiplication on the other hand, is completely asynchronous and is one of the

fastest digital techniques. However, it requires nz adders and, n2 AND gates for an ¡z

bit x n bit multiplication and consequently consumes vast amounts of precious silicon

area [3]. From the design criteria set for the two ASIC designs, the decision between

these two multiplication techniques is fairly obvious. The difference between the

serial and parallel multiplications is not very distinct for small word lengths, but when

10 bit x 10 bit multiplications are considered the parallel ripple multiplication speed

advantage and asynchronous operation make it a far superior technique. The drive to

design for speed and timing simplicity over powers the large consumption of precious

silicon real estate in the CMOS implementation and the parallel ripple multiplication

method becomes the best option.

Before the actual construction of the parallel ripple positive number multiplier

(PNM) can begin, the sign magnitude technique and the 2s complement number sys-

tem must be examined closer to determine the actual PNM dimensions required. For

the Clarke and DQOEX transformation multipliers a decision was made in Chapter 2
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to use 10 bit x 10 bit multipliers. However, this choice was made without any real

consideration of the multiplication technique used with the 2s complement inputs, and

was only a general multiplier dimension. With the sign magnitude technique the size

of the actual PNMs is smaller than the general multiplier size defined. This is a direct

result of the sign magnitude multiplication process. In the sign magnitude multiplica-

don the signs of the two input numbers are removed from the multiplication by only

using the magnitudes of the two numbers in the multipliers. The appropriate sign of

the product is logically determined and is added after the multiplication. The only

steps required to do a 2s complement multiplication are to separate the magnitude and

sign of the two inputs, multiply the two magnitudes, determine the product sign, and

regroup the product sign and magnitude. Since the sign magnitude technique multi-

plies only magnitudes, the actual size of the parallel ripple PNM required depends only

on the number of bits used to define the magnitudes of the two 2s complement input

numbers. For the Cla¡ke transformation the first multiplier input is a 10 bit 2s comple-

ment system variable with 9 bits of magnitude (see Figure I and Figure 2). Therefore,

the first input to the PNM is only 9 bits long. The second multiplier input is the 10

bit representation of {-¡. Since this input is a positive number and is a constant, it is

beneficial to use all 10 bits to represent the magnitude. This forces the second input to

the PNM to be 10 bits long and to be more accurate than the first input, but it allows

all the chip input bits to be used for the {-3 ,"pr"r"ntation. As a result, a 9 bit x 10

bit PNM is used in the Clarke transformation ASIC. It should be noted that the origi-

nal specification of a 10 bit x 10 bit multiplier can still be used but with the sign mag-

nitude technique the 10th bit of the 2s complement input to the PNM will always be

zeÍo. Doing a simila¡ analysis with the DQOEX ASIC produces a similar multipiier

simplification. The first input to the DQOEX multiplier is a 10 bit 2s complement sys-

tem variable with 9 bits of magnitude (see Figure 3). As a result, the first input to the

PNM is only 9 bits long. The second input to the DQOEX multiplier is a user

definable 10 bit representation of a real number as in the Clarke ASIC multiplier.

However, this representation is in 2s complement form because it has to accommodate
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the negative values of sinO and cos0. Consequently, there are only 9 bits of magnitude

for this representation, and the second input to the PNM is fixed at 9 bits as well.

Thus, the DQOEX transformation PNM only needs a 9 bit x 9 bit PNM. The original

design specification of a 10 bit x 10 bit multiplier will still work, but the 10th bits of

both inputs to the PNM will always be zero.

The coniiol CüCuiûy fequüèd to imÞlement the sigñ mágñitudé multiþliCátion

technique is very simple. A high speed selectable 2s complement generator (S2sCG)

and one XOR gate are all that are required. The S2sCG units are active high and pro-

duce the 2s complement of the input when selected. If not activated the S2sCGs

appear transparent. The units a¡e placed at the general multiplier cell inputs and at the

PNM output (see Figure 5). If a multiplier input is negative the corresponding S2sCG

unit is enabled, the 2s complement is taken, the sign is removed from the input, and

the magnitude is passed on to the PNM. If the multiplier input is positive the S2sCG

unit is not selected and the number passes through the circuit to the PNM unaffected.

For the output S2sCG, the operation is the same but the select line status is determined

by the sign of both the multiplier inputs. If both the inputs have the same sign, the

output unit is not selected and the positive number multiplication product passes to the

general multiplier outputs unaltered. If the multiplier inputs are opposite in sign, the

output S2sCG unit is enabled, the 2s complement of the positive number multiplication

product is taken, the sign is regrouped with the product magnitude, and the result is

passed on to the general multiplier outputs. The S2sCGs at the multiplier inputs are

controlled by the sign bit of the incoming operands and the multiplier output unit is

conrolled by the XOR of the sign bits of both inputs. The DQOEX transformation

multiplier uses this scheme exactly but the Clarke transformation multiplier operates

with a simplified version. The Cla¡ke transformation only uses one high speed S2sCG

on the inputs because tne {-3 input to the general multiplier is always positive. Furth-

eñnore, the XOR gate is eliminated from the control and the sign bit of the single 2s

complement input is tied to both the input and output S2sCG selects.
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S2sCG
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Figure 5: Block diagram of a 2s complement multiplier

3"2 N bit x N bit Farallel R.ipple Fositive

l{umber Multipliers

The decisions regarding which multiplier to use and what size it should be have

all been made. The design and construction can now begin. The digital implementa-

tion of an n bit x n bit parallel ripple positive number multiplier (PNM) follows

directly from the conventional method of hand multiplying two n bit numbers [3].

Consider the process used to hand multiply two 4 bit numbers as shown in Figure 6.

The first number is called the multiplicand (M) and the second the multiplier (Q). The

product (P) is accommodated by 8 bits and is produced by the addition of four 4 bit

numbers. The 4 bit numbers are either all zero, when the multiplier bit is zero, or are

shifted copies of the multiplicand, when the multiplier bit is one.
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1010
1011

(M)
(Q)

1

00
101

01i01110 (P)

Figure 6: Hand multiplication of two 4 bit numbers

This algorithm can easily be generalized for any n bit by n bít multiplication.

Consider the fi¡st n bit number to be the multiplicand and the second to be the multi-

plier. The result will be a 2n bit number and will be produced by the n additions of

n bit numbers. The ¡¿ bit numbers being added will be all zeros when the correspond-

ing multiplier bit is zero, or will be copies of the multiplicand shifted to the left m-I

times when the mth multiplier bit is one.

Incorporating this algorithm in digital circuitry is relatively straight forward.

Dual input AND gates are used to compare each multiplicand bit with each multiplier

bit and generate the correct n bit numbers to be added. One bit full adders are used

for the additions and add the n bit numbers from the AND gates to generate the pro-

duct. The implementâtion of a parallel ripple PNM uses n2 of each of these two com-

ponents. It operates with a combinational 2-D logic array that contains r¿2 cells.

Each cell contains one full adder and one AND gate as shown in Figure 7. The opera-

tion of the 2-D array can best be understood by placing one cell at each bit location

in the r¿ bit number addition section of Figure 6 as shown in Figure 8.

Each cell ANDs q¡ and m¡ to determine what is to be added to the bit partial pro-

duct coming in from the cell above. The carries from each cell ripple across each row

and the bit partial product sums ripple down each column. At the left edge the carry

out from the current row is connected to the partial product sum input of the left most

1010
010
00
0
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Bit of incoming partial product (PPi)

Bit ofoutgoing partial product

IPP (i + r)l
Typical cell

Figure 7: One cell of the parallel ripple PNM

Multiplicand

Figure 8:2-D logic array for the n bir x n bir mulriplier

cell in the next row down (similar to a carry in the hand calculation). At the right

edge the lower order final product bits fall out of the sums in the right most cells in

each row (similar to the totals in the hand calculation). The initial partial product PP 0

and the input carries to each row are set to zero. For each row the current n bit

number determined by the AND gates is added to the partial product coming in from

the row above. This is done until the final n bit number is added in the n th row, and

Partial product 0 +-------9--ry¡ q
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the last partial product is calculated to produce the higher order product bits of the

result. The n bit multiplicand is applied to the top of the multiplier and the n bit mul-

tiplier is applied to the right hand side. The most significant bit of the product is pro-

duced by the carry out of the cell in the bottom left hand corner.

The important operational characteristics of this multiplier are the ripple effects

and sþeéd limitationS. Atl the Sums and CaffieS ffom eách of the n2 one bit full âdders

must settle before the correct product is available. Since the carries and sums from

each adder are tied to the inputs of two other adders, any change in the sums and ca¡-

ries will have to ripple through the network before the system settles. This circuit has

no clock to control the ripple. The ripple simply works its way through the circuit in

a domino fashion until the proper results appear at the outputs. The speed of this mul-

tiplier is directly dependent on the speed of the adder and the ripple of the sums and

carries. If fast one bit full adders are used, fast multiplications will result. If the

charge and discharge paths for the ripples have low RC time constants the ripples will

propagate faster and faster products will be produced. There is no external control or

timing delays to affect the speed of the multiplier. It is only dependent on the speed

of the single cells and on the routing used for the ripple interconnect.

Two observations should be made about the multiplier design. The cell structure

and a:ray design permit easy expansion of the multiplier to any dimension. By simply

adding another row for each additional bit in the n bít multiplier and another cell to

each row for each additional bit in the n bit multiplicand, any size multiplier can be

designed. There is no need to redesign any control circuitry or to redesign any of the

cells. Only cell addition and a small amount of wiring are required. Furthermore, this

multiplier design can be used to make a multiplier of any size. It is possible to have a

rectangular array with ln rows and ,t cells in each row to produce a multiplier that will

multiply rn bit and t bit numbers. There are very few limitations to the cellular

design of the parallel ripple PNM other than its significant size.
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3"3 Implementation in Silicon

The building block used to construct an n bit x n bit parallel ripple positive

number multiplier is the cell that contains the one bit full adder and the .AND gate.

Since 1¡i5 ¿dds¡/AND cell directly determines the multiplier area and speed, the impor-

tance of its design is clearly obvious. Any extra silicon area used by the cell, or any

ùnnéCeSSary delày it produces iS magnified ,2 times in thé total n bit x r¿ bit multi-

plier. In addition to the area and calculation time considerations, the wiring alignment

of the cell is also important. The ouçuts of one cell should be completely aligned

with the corresponding inputs of the next cell to eliminate extra wiring and to ensure

that cells a¡e butted as close together as possible. One last important design considera-

tion is the routing layers used for the sum and carry ripple lines. Metal should be

used whenever possible to maintain high ripple speeds and consequently high multipli-

cation speeds.

As in all design decisions, trade offs between design criteria have to be made.

For the adder/AND ce1l two major trade offs must be considered. The best design of

the adder/AND cell is a full custom implementation. The inputs and outputs can be

placed in the correct places to reduce cell interconnect, and the transistors can share

common wells to reduce cell area. However, the full custom design will be com-

pletely untested and will take longer to design. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that

the full custom design size reduction will warant the extra work required. The second

best design of the adder/AND cell is to use the standa¡d cell library adder [4] that has

been tested and to design the AND gate and the interconnect a¡ound it. This metho-

dology will produce a slightly larger cell, but the cell will be more reliable and will

take less time to build. For the design schedule used for the Clarke and DQOEX

transformation ASICs, it was considered a wiser option to work with the tested stan-

dard cell library adder. There was not enough time to attempt a full custom cell and it

was necessary that the multiplier design worked on the first iteration. The second

design trade off debate was introduced as a direct result of the above decision.
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Working around the standard cell with the interconnect for the adder/AND cell can be

done in two basic ways. The total cell can be finished with ail the interconnect and

VO alignment done in metal and only the crossovers done with polysilicon. This tech-

nique maintains a high speed add/AND operation but adds a considerable amount of

area to the adder/AND cell. The other approach is to be area conscious and use both

làyérs for the intêrdonñect and VO alignmêlt and emphaSiZê the metâl lâyer whenever

a choice is possible and whenever a critical ripple line is routed. This maintains a low

adder/AND cell area but reduces the operating speed. The adder/AND cell for the

PNM used in both the transformation ASICs, is designed with a slight variation of the

latter methodoiogy. It was considered too silicon expensive to design a large cell with

such a large multiplier. It was argued that the silicon area is needed more for the long

word lengths to maintain high accuracy and for the remaining circuitry than it is for

the extra speed. The methodology used for the designed adder/AND cell is to use

both layers for interconnect but attempt to route the undriveable interconnects fust with

metal and then route the remaining lines in polysilicon if necessary. This ideology has

two accompanying routing restrictions. If a line chosen to run in metal has to switch

to polysilicon in a congested area where the contact adds to the cell area, the line is

forced to run in polysilicon. If a line selected to nrn in metal significantly reduces the

cell overlap when two cells are placed together, the line is forced to run in polysilicon

to maintain the overlap and drive down the multiplier size. This approach is a

compromise be¡ween the other two design ideologies as it attempts to produce a small

cell with a significantly fast operating speed.

The cell layout and interconnect used for the adder/AND ceils of the Clarke and

DQOEX PNMs are slightly different from those shown in Figure 7. The cell in Figure

7 has its inputs and outputs placed such that the multiplier can be implemented in a

dragonal 2-D logic array as shown in Figure 8. The multiplier designed for the

Clarke and DQOEX ASICs uses a square 2-D logic array instead of a diagonal 2-D

array so the interconnect is shifted. The problem with the diagonal a:ray is that it

wastes additional precious silicon area. The CAD system used to build the two ASICS
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operates more efficiently with square blocks and uses less ¡oom for the multiplier if a

square 2-D asay is used. The interconnect changes on the adder/AND cell necessary

to make the 2-D diagonal array into a square array are very simple. Unlike Figure 7,

the m¡ bits now enter perpendicularly into the top of the cell, pass straight through the

cell, and come straight out the bottom. The propagating sum bits now enter at the top

left corner and come out the bottom right corner. A second difference between the

cell shown in Figure 7 and that designed is the piacement of the adder and the AND

gate. For the designed cell the one bit full adder is at the top of the cell and the AND

gate is built around its bottom right corner.

The mask layout of the adder/AND cell used to build the square multiplier for the

Clarke and DQOEX ASICs is shown in Figure 9. This layout incorporates the new

interconnect for the 2-D square array and clearly illustrates the routing decisions made

during the cell design. The power and ground buses run across the top of the cell, the

m¡ line runs down the right hand side, and the q¡ Line runs along the bottom. The rip-

ple sum input line is located at the very top left corner and the ripple sum output port

is routed out the bottom right side below the q¡ line. The layout in Figure 9 also

shows the effort made to align the interconnect from cell to cell. The ripple carry

input comes in the bottom right, above the q¡ line, and leaves the cell on the bottom

left. Each of the carry and q¡ lines are at the same vertical coordinates on both sides

of the cell so that when two cells are placed side by side the connection is a simple

straight wire. Similarly, the power and ground buses, and the m¡ hne remain straight

through the cell so that a cell below or beside it can be connected with a straight line

as well. The ripple sum input line extends beyond the power buses so that when a cell

is butted diagonally under another cell the sum input port is lined up directly beside

the correct ripple sum output port. Furthermore there is room left at the bottom left

corner of the cell for this overlapping contact. There arc 26 transistors in the

adder/AND cell and it uses 294 x 284 ¡t m of silicon when designed with 3 ¡tm, sing\e

layer metal, single layer polysilicon technology.
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Figure 9: Mask layout of the adder/AND cell design

One major drawback of this fina1 design is that the ripple sum input line and the

ripple sum ouq)ut line still contain a substantial amount of polysilicon. The ripple sum

input line is forced to contain polysilicon because it makes the cell smaller if it runs

over the metal power line on the left side of the cell. Since the power line must be

run in metal, the sum input must be run in polysilicon. The ripple sum output has a

similar routing restriction. The polysilicon can be eliminated from the ripple output

line without an increase in the ceIl size if the cell is to stand alone. However, when

the cells are butted together in the multiplier, this change significantly reduces the cell

overlap. When one cell is butted under another, the bottom cell has its power lines

and sum input port at the top. Since the power lines must run in metal, the metal in

the ripple sum output line has to remain away from the power lines and the cell
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overlap is smaIl. The two cells can be overlapped significantly more if the polysilicon

layer remains in the ripple sum output. This way the ripple sum line can run on top of

the metal power buses instead of beside thern" The overlap of the cells and the advan-

tages of the alignment and polysilicon routing can clearly be seen in the mask layout

of the 2 bit x 2 bit parallei ripple PNM shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Mask layout of 2 bit x 2 bit parallel ripple PNM
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With the adder/AND ce1l completed, any n bit x n bit parallel ripple PNM can

be constructed. 'lhe nz cells are placed into a 2-D anay, the inputs and outputs are

wired, and the multiplier is operational. It was decided in the previous chapter that the

Clarke transformation ASIC needs a 9 bit x 10 bit PNM and the DQOEX transforma-

tion ASIC requires a 9 bit x 9 bit PNM. The original design idea was to design and

test a single multiplier that would satisfy both these needs and could be added to the

existing standard cell library. From this point of view, it was determined that a 10 bit

x 10 bit parallel ripple PNM best satisfied the demands. The large 10 bit x 10 bit

square PNM was chosen because it produces the most useful design and test results.

The large design can be used to make smaller PNMs by removing rows and columns

as needed. This is better than adding onto a smaller design to make a larger PNM

because the probability of making a fatal design error is much lower when cells are

stripped away from a tested design than when they are added to one. Furthermore,

having the real time test speeds of a large design a better appoximation can be made

for the speeds of smaller designs, and a speed minimum is known. This is important

for the PNMs used in the Clarke and DQOEX circuits because a PNM speed approxi-

mation is used to estimate the speed of the final transformation circuits. Building the

larger PNM has no effect on the PNMs used in the two transformation ASICs. The 10

bit x 10 bit PNM can be used in the Clarke ASIC by setting the 10th bit of the 2s

complement input to zero or by simply removing one of the rows in the 2-D anay. It

can also be used in the DQOEX ASIC by setting both the 10th bits low on the inputs

or by simply removing one column and one row from the 2-D array. The 10 bit x 10

bit PNM is a good design to add to the standard cell library because it is symmetrical

andcan beused to build any n bitxm bitPNMas long as n ( m <10. Itis also

beneficial because it has been tested and the true operating speed is known.

The 10 bit x 10 bit parallel ripple PNM has been designed and tested operational.

One hundred adder/ÁND cells were put together in a square 2-D anay and the inputs

and outputs of each cell were all wired to the corresponding inputs and outputs of
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neighboring cells. The total 10 bit x 10 bit PNM contains 2600 transistors and is 2940

x 2597 ¡s"m in size using 3 ltm CMOS design rules with single layer metal and single

layer polysilicon processing technology. The only addition made-to the theoretical

parallel ripple PNM is the use of external drivers to give the long m¡ and q¿ lines

extra drive. The m¡ and q¡ lines each have to drive ten AND gates, and run the entire

width of the multiplier. For the output of a simple inverter from any logic unit this

load is too large. The drivers reduce the charge and discharge times of the AND gates

and increase the multiplication speed. V/ith ttre drivers in place the multiplier occupies

31.34 x 2682 ¡.:.m and contains 2680 transistors. The metal mask layer of the 100

adder/AND ceils is shown in Figure 11 and illustrates the size and array structure of

the 10 bit x 10 bit PNM design.

V/hen the design of the 10 bit x 10 bit parallel ripple PNM was completed a

change had to be made in the original design ideology. The 10 bit x 10 bit PNM is

sufficient for the Clarke ASIC but is slightly too large for the DQOEX ASIC. The

two 10 bit x 10 bit PNMs needed for the DQOEX transformation both fit in the 40 pin

pad frame work space, but there is not enough room left to do the interconnect

correctly. To make room for the desired wiring the 10 bit x 10 bit tested design was

stripped of one row and one column to make a 9 bit x 9 bit PNM as originally

specified. This stood a small possibility of being a fatal design error but the exta wi¡-

ing space was needed and the reduction had to be made. The 9 bit x 9 bit PNM con-

tains 81 adderlAND cells, uses 2178 transistors, and occupies 2840 x 2425 pm of sili-

con area when designed with 3 plø CMOS single lager metal, single layer polysilicon

technology.
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Figure 11: Metal mask layer of 100 adder/.4ND cells
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3"4 Multiplication Speeds

The main reason a parallel ripple PNM was chosen is its fast operating speed.

Since a multiplication is one of the slowest calculations to digitally implement, the

multiplication time dominates the total Clarke and DQO transformation times. As a

consequence, the best way to maintain low transformation times is to use fast multi-

pliers. One of the main reasons why the 10 bit x 10 bit parallel ripple PNM was

designed and fabricated was to obtain a quantitative value for the actual parallel ripple

multiplication time of two 10 bit numbers. With the actual multiplication time for two

10 bit numbers, a better forecast can be made for the calculation time of a 9 x 10 bit

multiplication, a 9 x 9 bit multiplication, the Clarke transformation, and the DQOEX

transformation. Furthermore, an actual quantitative calculation ceiling for the 9 x 10

and 9 x 9 bit multiplications will be known.

The main problem in obtaining the maximum speed of a 10 x 10 bit multiplica-

tion is the determination of the worst case multiply. In order to be confident that a

multiplier works at a certain speed it must be able to correctly multiply the two inputs

that are its worst case at that speed. To say worst case means the two inputs that

make the multiplier work the most, cause the most carry and sum ripples, and take the

longest to calculate. For the 10 bit x 10 bit parallel ripple multiplication process the

determination of the worst case is very difficult. The multiplier works completely

asynchronously and many ripple carries and sums propagate at once. The theoretical

analysis that could produce the worst case is virtually impossible. As a result, another

method must be used to determine the multiplier speed. Two other options a¡e avail-

able to determine the maximum operating speed of the multiplier. Neither is as accu-

rate or as confident as the worst case determination, but both yield useful forecasts of

the actual calculation time. The first option is to work with the delay of a single mul-

tiplier adderlAND cell and analytically calculate the delay time of the last output. The

second choice is to test a iarge random sample of test vectors at various speeds until a

large enough sample at any speed produces a high probability that the multiplier is
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working. Both these methods are used to find an accurate estimate of the 10 bit x 10

bit PNM speed.

To determine the delay time of the last product output of the multiplier two

things are done. First, the delay of the ripple carry and ripple sum for a single

adder/AND cell are determined. Secondly, the delay analysis of the multiplication

árray is performed to calculate the delay of the entte multiplication. The only prob-

lem with this technique is that the actual delay of each cell cannot be determined

experimentally. The delay must be obtained by simulation and then forecasted for real

time operation. The CAD toois available include a simulator that can be used reason-

ably well to forecast the delay of a single adder/AND cell. The APLSIM simulator

[9] is an analog timing simulator that gives calculated voltages for any desired node

within a design at any time r during the circuit simulation. For the adder/AND cell

used in the 10 bit x 10 bit parallel ripple PNM design, three sets of simulations \ilere

done with APLSIM. For each simulation a random pattern of inputs ran through the

adder/AND cell and the loaded ripple carry and ripple sum outputs were monitored.

The tested cell was imbeded within a 3 bit x 3 bit PNM so that the output carry and

output sum were loaded by typical cells. The inputs of each cell loading the output

carry and the ouçut sum changed for each randomly selected test pattern so that all

possible cell loads appeared. The three tests peformed cycled through all the same

test patterns and all the same load conditions. The only thing changed from one test

to the next was the acceptable switching thesholds of the output carry and the ouçut

sum. If the multiplier delay time analysis is examined closely, it can be argued that

the correct ripple sum or carry is passed on to the next cell when the next ceil is

switched to the appropriate state by the ripple output. If the transistors switch logi-

cally high at a given threshold HT , the ripple oufputs only need to reach that threshold

before they are considered passed. Similarly for the transistors switching logically

low. Only the low state switching threshold lI needs to be crossed before the low

state is assumed passed. The th¡ee sets of simulation tests considered three different
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pats of switching thresholds. The th¡ee pairs of thresholds and the corresponding

simulation results for the longest ripple sum and ripple carry delays are listed in Table

1.

Thresholds (volts) Output Sum Delay (ns) OuQut Carry Delay (ns)

LT = 0.5

HT = 4.5

s0 85

LT = 1.0

HT = 4.0

40 s8

LT = 1.5

HT = 3.5

35 45

Table 1: Single adder/AND cell delays for three different switching thresholds

As expected for the one bit full adder, the output carry is the slower ripple.

Another expected result is that as the switching thresholds become more stringent, the

ripple delay times increase. The worst ripple sum delay is produced when both the

input carry and the second addition bit are zero and the single high input (A=0, B=1,

C=0) has to pass the sum to the load cell that has no input carry and the second addi-

tion bit high (A =I, B =1, C{). The worst ripple carry delay is produced when the

input carry is zero and a carry is generated by the two high addition bits (A=1, B=I,

C=0) and has to be passed onto the load cell that has one addition bit low, one addi-

tion bit high, and a high input carry (A =0, B =1, C =7).

Once the delays for the ripple carry and sum are known for a single adder/AND

cell, the entire delay analysis for the 10 bit x 10 bit PNM can be done to determine

the total calculation time. The multiplication time found is only an upper bound for
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the calculation time because the probability of each cell having to simultaneously cal-

culate its worst case with its worst load is very small. To begin the calculation of the

longest ripple delay of a PNM, consider a simple 2 bit x 2 bit panllel ripple multipli-

cation as shown in Figure 12. Assuming that each cell has its worst ripple sum and

ripple carry delays, and that a ripple carry takes d o:me to propagate and a ripple sum

takes q time to generate, the analysis is as follows. Begin with the external inputs

available at time Z=0. The first carry from cell tr is ready at time d and the fi¡st sum

is generated at time 4. The corect inputs to cell 2 a¡nve at time d and the correct

outputs are generated at time 2d for the carry, and time d+q for the sum. Looking at

cell 3 the correct inputs are available at time d+q and therefore the outputs are ready

at zd+q for the carry and d+Zq for the sum. Lastly, for cell 4, the input carry is

ready at time Zd+q and the input sum from cell 2 is available at time 2d. Thus, the

last outputs are correctly generated at times 3d+q for the output carry and 2d+2q for

the output sum. In summary, the first product ourput is ready at time q and is the

least significant bit, and ttre most significant product bit is the last ouçut and is ready

at time 3d+q. To determine the sequence of delays for an n bit x n bit multiplier, a

second case is required. The delay calculation of a 5 bit x 5 bit parallel ripple PNM is

shown in Figure 13. Using these two analysis results, the delay pattern for any size

multiplication can be generalized. The most significant bit is always the last bit to be

produced and for an n bit x m bit multiplication (where n is the word length of the

muliplicand or the number of rows in the array, and m is the word length of the multi-

plier or the number of columns in the array), the product is correctly generated in

(2m-l)d + (n-I)q seconds.

Using the three different threshold delay case results in Table 1, and the general

equation

catcutationrime = lr*-r)a * l"-)n (31)

with ln=n =10, the 10 bit x 10 bit parallel ripple PNM can multiply two 10 bit

numbers in the corresponding úmes shown in Table 2. If the transistors used are
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T=2d

T=3d+q

=d+2Q

T=2d+2Q

Figure 12: Product delay for 2 bit x2bit multiplication

considered to switch at less stringent thresholds (which may be more typical), the mul-

tiplication is complete in 1170 ns. If the transistors are considered to switch at very

strict thresholds, the multiplication can take as long as 2065 ns (2.065 ps).

To use the simulation results to forecast real time operating speeds a safe scaling

factor between the simulator and the fabricated ICs is used. A scaling factor is

obtained by comparing simulation speeds and actual experimental test speeds for a few

fabricated designs. A few sample cases for the 10 bit x 10 bit multiplier and one orher

IC have been compared and it was found that the fabricated circuits take 1.5 to 2 times

longer than the simulator to calculate the same results. Using a safe scaling factor of

2 between the APLSIM simulator and the actual operating speeds of fabricated ICs,

the forecasted real time operating speeds of the multiplier for each of the th¡ee switch-

ing thresholds are listed in Table 3.
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Figure 13: Product delay for 5 bit x 5 bit multiplication

It is important to emphasize that these calculation times a-re operating ceilings. It

is possible for the multiplier to actually calculate faster, but not likely slower. The

multiplication speeds may appeil low, but the analysis is only a first order approxima-

tion. Furthermore, the speed is a direct function of the technology used to fabricate

the circuits and can change d¡amatically with a more recent fabrication process.

The determination of the multiplier operating speed by the block delay technique

is fairly simple but lacks accuracy and practicality. It is a fi¡st order analysis that

yields a good understanding of the multiplier and a useful result for the maximum pos-

sible calculation time. However, the analysis does not look at any actual inputs or the
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Thresholds (volts) Calculation Time (ns)

LT = 0.5

HT = 4.5

LT = 1.0

HT = 4.0

LT = 1.5

HT = 3.5

Table 2: 10 bit x 10 bit multiplication delay results

Thresholds (volts) Real Time Forecasts (ps)

LT = 0.5

HT = 4.5

*4.130

LT = 1.0

HT = 4.0

*2924

LT = 1.5

HT = 3.5

*2.340

Table 3: Forecasted real time multiplication speeds

* All speeds forecasted for real time and all speed test results from experimentâtion on fa-
bricaæd ICs a¡e marked different than simulation results with this asteric for clearity.



actual multiplication time for any set of inputs. A better operating speed determination

technique is a random sample test vector approach. It is a longer test method but it

provides an excellent feel for the typical operating speed of tte multiplier. To

random-test the multiplier with the testing facilities available, a two step process is

used. Since the test equipment is relatively limited and non intelligent, actual random

sample real time tesiing cannot be performed without the help of the simulator. The

technique to random-test the multiplier uses the simulator to randomly test the circuit

and find test cases that calculate longer than other test cases. The longest test cases

are then applied to the actual IC to determine the real time operating speeds. This

method takes longer for each test case (approximately 6 minutes of cpu time) but the

computer does all the work. The random-test process uses an APL subroutine that

works with APLSIM to randomly select the input test vectors for the PNM and check

the ci¡cuit results. The routine simulates the CMOS design with the random-test vec-

tors and compares the APL calculated products with the CMOS circuit products. The

circuit is tested at various simulation speeds until a speed is found that produces the

occasional wrong product. The wrong product is assumed to be a slow test case and is

flagged for future testing. The ffagged results and the multiplier's previous state are

then resimulated separately and the tests of interest are passed on to the fabricated IC

testing facilities. The previous circuit state is sent with the flagged test case because it

is important that the multiplier be in the sarne state when the flagged test case is

resimulated or applied to the fabricated IC. If a different previous state is in the multi-

plier the test case is not the same as that found by the software.

In total, 1000 test cases have been generated and tested by the APL subroutine.

The simulation multiplication time was set at 360 ns and at this speed three cases

were found that did not produce the correct products in time. The three test cases and

the multiplier's previous states are listed in Table 4.
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Case Test Vectors Previous State

Input A Input B Input A Input B

I

)

J

s63

2r0

s09

890

18

674

840

714

36r

341

s39

99r

Table 4: Random-Test slow cases isolated by simulation

A further simulation check on the three slow test cases has shown that all multi-

plications can be completed if the calculation time is increased to 400 ns and that case

1 is the worst case. The calculation times required on the simulator for each of the

three test cases is listed in Table 5. When these test cases were passed on to the fabri-

cated IC testing facilities, the worst case was once again found to be case 1 and 576

r?s were needed to calculate the correct products. The fabricated IC experimental cal-

culation time for each case is also listed in Table 5.

Case Simulation Time (ns ) Faricated IC Test Time (r¿s )

1

2

J

390

370

370

*576

*490

*570

Table 5: Individual simulation and test multiplication times

It is interesting to note that there were some test cases flagged by the random-test,

that upon resimulation, finished well below the set calculation time of 360 ns. The

reasons why the test cases were initially flagged as incorrect by the simulator a¡e
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presently unknown. It is possible that there was a slight difference between the

resimulation and the random-test simulation, but it is not felt that the diffe¡ence is

enough to warant the large discrepancies found in the two calculaãon times. This is

an important observation because out of the original six flagged test cases, only three

were found to be true slow cases upon resimulation. As will be mentioned later, this

is not the only random-test that had a problem with the simulator. Fortunately, at least

three of the six test cases were useable in the remainder of the tests.

From the 1000 random-test cases, a more practical feeling for the real time multi-

plication speed of the 10 bit x 10 bit parallel ripple PNM is obtained. It appears that

the multiplier operates al 2.56 MHz on the simulator and at *1.73 MHz in the fabri-

cated ICs.T The only problem with the random-test speed result is the degree of cer-

tainty with which the speed estimate is made. Only 1000 test vector sets have been

checked and are used as a basis for this estimate. For the 10 bit x i0 bit multiplier

there are 220 possible test vector sets, each of which can be apptied to the multiplier in

two different ways. The 1000 test vector sets checked are a very small percentage of

the total exhaustive test vector set. Consequently, the statement that the muliçlier

works at *7.73 MHz has a very low degree of certainty. The certainty can be

increased by running more tests on the fabricated IC, but the time required to a¡rive at

an acceptable probability that *1.73 MHz is a true maximum is unreasonably long. It

is clea¡ from this observation that a better test facility should be used to obtain the

necessary certainty that the multiplier is operating at the stated speed. Nevertheless,

the test results shown in Table 5 are still very helpful. They give a more typical and

practical indication of the multiplication time than the block delay method, and can be

used for further calculation time estimations if the degree of certainty is accepted.

T The speeds quoted from the test results in this chapter assume that the circuit components
are working as fast. as they possibly can, and that the calculation time of each component does

not fluctuate signifcantly from fabrication to fabrication. This is not a safe assumption for real
time applications, and if the circuits a¡e o be used in such applications the speeds should be
reduced.
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For the 9 bit x 10 bit and 9 bit x 9 bit PNMs used in the Clarke and DQOEX

ASICs, the times shown in Table 5 can be used as uppper bounds for the calculation

times. It is not possible to actually test the smaller multipliers becafse they can not be

isolated in the fabricated circuits. The operating frequency of *1.73 MHz is a good

quantitative operating speed to use for these two PNMs, and can safely be used for the

remaining speed estimations of the Clarke and DQOEX transformation ASICs"
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CFX.&PT'ÐR. 4

R.ipple Carry Adders and
AdderlSubtractors

The three remaining mathematical units required for the Cla¡ke and DQOEX

transformation ASICs are an 11 bit adder, an 11 bit subtractor, and an 1 1 bit

adder/subtractor. This chapter fi¡st discusses the 11 bit adder designed for the two

ASICs. The reasons for the type of adder used are discussed and the actual circuit

design is presented with simulation speeds. The next section describes how the 11 bit

adder is used to make a selectable 11 bit adder/subtractor used in the DQOEX ASIC,

and how this unit is used for the subtractor in the Clarke ASIC. The components

added to the adder circuit to make the adder/subtractor are explained, and the

adder/subtractor operation for the Cla¡ke and DQOEX transformation ASICs is dis-

cussed with simulation speeds.

4"1 Ripple Carry Adders

4.L.1, Adder Ðesign

The discussion in Chapter 2 concluded that an 11 bit adder is needed for the

Clarke transformation ASIC. The specifications are that the largest inputs are in 10 bit

2s complement form and the largest outputs are in 11 bit 2s complement form. A

further specification resulting from the design criteria is that the adder should be rela-

tively fast and occupy as littie siiicon area as possible. The choices available for an

11 bit adder include, among others, a ripple carry, a Manchester carry, and a look

ahead carry [11]. For the Clarke transformation ASIC it is considered best to use the

ripple carry adder. The decision is made for two main reasons: size and availability.
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Considering all the possible adders and the design criteria for the Clarke transfor-

mation IC, the initial choice for the best adder is the look ahead calry. It is the fastest

adder and can produce the fastest 11 bit additions. The only problem with this choice

is the size of the look ahead carry adder needed for the Clarke ASIC. [,ow order look

ahead carry adders are relatively small but as the number of bits increases the size

greatly increases. For an 11 bit full look ahead carry adder the size is significantly

larger than any other implementation. Having small component sizes as a second

design criterion, further analysis of the adder decision indicates that the loook ahead

carry adders are not the optimum choice. The speed advantage is important but when

the actual speed gain of the look ahead carry adder is compared to the speed of the

multiplier, the reduction in addition time is not that significant. For the extra time

required to design the adder and the extra use of expensive silicon, the gain is not

large enough. Even if a series of low order look ahead carry adders are used in a

small ripple chain to reduce the adder size, the gain in speed relative to the total

transformation calculation time does not compromise for the loss of expensive silicon

area or the cost of design time. The additions are not the major operations in the

transformation calculation time so the adders do not have to be the fastest possible.

Once the look ahead adders are eliminated from the possible adder choices, the adder

decision becomes much easier. The remaining adders are fairly simila¡ with respect to

calculation time and no particula¡ adder has a significant speed advantage. The adder

decision now revolves around availability. The only adder available in the standard

cell iibrary is the ripple carry adder. The ripple carry one bit full adder has been

designed and tested. None of the other adders have this feature. It is possible to

design the other adders, but the work is not justified. The ripple carry adder becomes

the obvious choice because it is readily avaiiable in the standard cell library and has an

acceptable AZ metric value. The layout of the ripple carry one bit full adder cell used

in the design of the i 1 bit adder is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Layout of standard cell ripple cary one bit full adder

The design of the 11 bit full adder used in the Clarke transformation IC consists

of three basic components. The adder uses one bit full adders and two different types

of drivers. Eleven one bit full adder cells are cascaded together and the output carry

ports of each cell are tied to the input carry ports of the left neighbor. The input carry

of the fi¡st cell is grounded, and because of the decision to use 2s complement

mathematics, the output carry of the last cell is left unconnected. The 10th and llth
bits of each input are tied together to extend the signs of the two 10 bit inputs for the

11 bit addition process. The connection of the 11 one bit full adder cells forms the

actual 11 bit adder. The drivers are only used to increase the speed. The first need

for a driver becomes evident when the 11 bit adder is simulated with its worst case.

When an odd positive number is added to the 2s complement of itself, the carry
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generated in the low order bit must propagate to the most significant bit to produce the

correct zero result. The problem is that the ripple carry after the first few cells has a

long charge time and the carry is slow to be passed onto the nexì cell. Simulation

tests of the 11 bit adder show that the rise time of the carry line at the l1th cell is far

too long and renders the adder useless. To compensate for the large loads on the carry

lines causing the long charge times, drivers a¡e added along the way to buffer and

boost the carry. When the carry nodes are monitored as the worst case is simulated, it

is observed that not every cell needs a driver. The outputs of the first two cells are

satisfactory and do not warrant the need for extra drivers. The drivers are only needed

after every third cell. The adder used in the Clarke ASIC has a driver in the carry line

after the 3rd, 6th, and 9th cells. Simulation results of this adder show that the last

carry nodes now have reasonable delays. The d¡ivers ciean up the ripple carry lines

and make the additions considerably faster. The second need for a driver results from

a load analysis on the output sums of the adder cells. The outputs of the adders a¡e

usually used as the inputs for another mathematical unit. The adder output can run to

at least two or three different units depending on how many times the partial product

is needed and which transformation di¡ection the adder is being used for. Furthermore,

the mathematical units tied to the adder outputs can be on the other side of the circuit

and must be connected by long wires. All this loading is considered too large for the

output drive provided by the simple inverter generating the adder sum results. The

drivers added to the output sums of the adder to accornmodate for the large loads are a

full custom design. The drivers in the standa¡d cell library do not provide enough

drive or occupy too much a¡ea and increase the adder size too much. The custom

driver designed is shown in Figure 15. It uses four inverters, occupies 277 x lll ¡tm,

and fits exactly under the one bit full adder cells. The first two transistors are regular

size and are used to buffer rhe adder outpui and to maintain non inverted results. The

next inverter is three times the regular size and d¡ives the last inverter. The fourth

inverter is nine times the regular size and drives the large loads. The nine times driver

is thought to be sufficient to handle the loads on the adders.
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The 11 bit full adder designed for the Clarke transformation ASIC uses 11 ripple

carry one bit full adders, 3 output carry drivers, and 11 ouçut sum drivers. A block

diagram of the entire 11 bit adder is shown in Figure 16. Each one bit full adder and

custom d¡iver are packed into 277 x 256 pm and the 11 cascaded cells containing 308

transistors only occupy 2903 x 562 pn when designed with 3 pz, single layer metal,

single layer polysilicon technology. The layout of 3 adder/driver cells is shown in

Figure 17 to clearly illustrate how the cells are overlapped to save a¡ea and how the 11

bit adder is constructed from the cascading of single cells.
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Figure 15: Layout of the custom driver for the adder cell

4.X,.2 Simulated Operating Speeds

Having completed the 11 bit adder it is important to know how much time an

addition contributes to the total Clarke transformation calculation time. Unfortunately,

the adder can not be isolated in the fabricated circuit so the results must come from

simuiation and be scaled to a real time operating speed by the safe scaling factor deter-

mined in Chapter 3. To estimate the calculation time of the adder, the worst case

Out
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Figure 16: Block diagram of the 11 bit adder used in the Clarke ASIC

approach is used. Since the adder is a serial device and consists of cells, the determi-

nation of the worst case is possible. Looking at a single cell and recalling the test

results of the adder/AND cell in Chapter 3, the worst case for the one bit adder cell

appears when a carry is generated. The output carry of the cell is the slowest output

to be generated. Considering the two cases that produce output carries, and looking at

the serial nature of the 11 bit adder, it is easily determined that the worst case for the

entire adder occurs when each cell has the input carry high and the other t'wo inputs in

opposite states. This produces the worst case carry situation in each adder cell and

forces the initial carry in the fi¡st cell to ripple through the adder and evenrually faü

out of the most significant cell. As a direct consequence, to produce the worst case for

the 11 bit adder used in the Clarke ASIC, the two bits for each celi must be in oppo-

site states and the least significant bits must be high to produce the initial carry. Con-

sidering this worst case in 2s complement mathematics, the two inputs to the adder are

simply odd numbers, and one is the 2s complement of the other. These two numbers

have high least significant bits and the remaining bits of each number are always

Sum clnivens
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Figure 17: Layout of 3 adder/d¡iver cells illustrating cascading

opposite when compared to the other number. Furthermore, the addition of these two

numbers is always zero as desi¡ed.

To give a more valuable indication of the calculation time for the adder, the adder

was simulated under loaded conditions. The final circuit layout for the Clarke ASIC

was included in the simulation and the adder was tested while it was in the layout.

The Clarke transformation ci¡cuit was placed in a random state and the adder was

forced to calculate its worst case. The test pattern used was to add -341 and 341.

Both adders in the Cla¡ke ASIC were tested because the loads on each unit are

different. The simulation results indicate that the worst case addition takes 70 ns to

be calculated. As expected, the 1lth sum bit, which is the last bit of importance in 2s

complement 11 bit addition, is the last bit to settle and reach the low state of 0.5 volts.

Using this worst case speed, the 11 bit adder is said to operate correctly at 14.28 MHz.

Recalling the safe scaling factor of 2 between the simulator and the fabricated ICs, it
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is concluded from these test results that the 11 bit adder used in the fabricated Clarke

ASIC operates at *J.I4 MHz.I

4"2 Ripple Carry,{dder/Subtracton

4"2"L .Adder/Subtractor Ðesign

The transformation analysis performed in Chapter 2 concluded that the Clarke

transformation ASIC needs an i 1 bit subtractor and the DQOEX transformation ASIC

requires an 11 bit adder/subtractor. The specifications for both these components are

that the largest inputs a¡e in 10 bit 2s complement form and the largest outputs pro-

duced are in 11 bit 2s complement fonn. Further restrictions on the design imposed

by the overall ASIC design criteria are that the two mathematical units must be rela-

tively fast and use as little silicon as possible.

The operation of subtraction in a 2s complement system is linked very closely to

the operation of addition [7]. The only difference between adding the number .B to

the number A and subtracting the number B from the number A is that the 2s comple-

ment of B must be taken for the subtraction before it passes through the adder. Thus,

an adder can be used for subtraction if the 2s complement of the subtrahend (B ) is

added to the minuend (A ). For the subtractions in the Clarke and DQOEX transforma-

tion ICs, this methodology is used. The same adder designed to do the li bit addi-

tions is used in conjunction with a 2s complement circuit to do the required subtrac-

tions. The 11 bit ripple carry adder is selected for subtraction for the same reasons it

was chosen for addition. The ripple carry one bit full adder has the added advantage

here of being used already in a 11 bit fu1ly functional cascade with buffered and

boosted oufputs.

t The speed results mentioned in this chapter fo¡ both the adder and the adder/subtractor
have assumed that the circuit components will be operaring at maximum capacity and that the

calculation time of each component will not change subsunrially from fabrication to fabrica-
tion. This is not a safe practice and these speeds should be reduced if the components are to
be used in real time applications.
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Using the previousiy designed 11 bit ripple carry adder for the subtractions takes

care of most of the design required for the 11 bit subtractor needed for the Clarke

transformation ASIC. The only design remaining is to build a fait and efficient 2s

complement generator. A strategic design move made at this time is to develop a way

to use the previously designed 1 1 bit adder for the 11 bit adder/subractor unit in the

DQOEX ASIC as well. This eliminates the need to design an entirely new circuit to

do the add/subtract operation. The key to the solution is in the 2s complement genera-

tion circuit. Since an 11 bit adder is included in the 11 bit subtractor, the 2s comple-

ment generator is designed so that the 11 bit adder in the subtractor can be used for

addition or subtraction. This permits the same adder/subtractor cell to be used in both

the Cla¡ke and DQOEX transformation ASICs and saves considerable design time.

The adder/subtractor in the Clarke ASIC is hard wired to subtract and the one in the

DQOEX ASIC is left controlable.

The best way to design the 2s complement generator circuit so that the 11 bit

adder can be used for both addition and subtraction is to use an enable option for the

2s complement function. By changing the state of a select line, the 2s complement of

the input can be generated or the input can be passed through unaltered. The design

of the selectable 2s complement generator for the adder/subtractor uses the 1s comple-

ment plus one technique. The 2s complement of a number is generated by taking the

1s complement of the number and adding one to it. This concept is reasonably fast

and is the best and easiest method to use with the adder/subtractor circuit. The ls

complement is done simply by inverting all the subtractor input bits and the addition

of one is done by taking the input carry of the lowest order one bit full adder and set-

ting it high instead of low. To give the 2s complement generator the selectable option,

two things are done. The bit inversion process is done by XOR gates instead of sim-

ple inverters, and the input carry to the iowest order one bit full adder is tied to the

select line instead of ground or power. Using the XOR gates with one input tied to

the enable line and the other input tied to the incoming bit, the enable line selects what
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the ourput will be. If the enable line is high, the XOR outputs to the adder are the ls

complement of the incoming number. At the same time the input carry is high and the

adder is performing the 2s complement subtraction. If the enable nL is low, the XOR

oufputs to the adder a¡e unaltered, the input carry to the adder is zero, and the adder is

performing the 2s complement addition. The use of XOR gates is slightly more sili-

con expensive and slower than simple inverters, but the selectability option and the

versatility of the unit make the costs worthwhile. The unit is designed once and the

subtractor for the Clarke û'ansformation ASIC and the adder/subtractor for the DQOEX

transformation ASIC a¡e finished.

The addition of the XOÃ gates to the previously designed 11 bit adder to com-

plete the il bit adder/subtractor is very elementary. Recalling that the 10th and 1lth

bits of each adder input are tied together to carry the sign through the 11 bit addition,

only 10 XOR gates are required. The need to design the XOR gates is eliminated by

using the designs in the standard cell library. The only task required is to wire 10 of

the cells together and to tie one input of each gate to a common select line and the

outputs to the inputs of the 11 bit adder cell. Also, the select line has to be connected

to the input carry of the least significant one bit full adder cell. The block diagram of

the adder/subtractor designed for the Clarke and DQOEX transformation ASICs is

shown in Figure 18. The fust carry driver has been moved to the left to make room

for the 10 XOR gates. The 10 XOR gates occupy 942 x 140 ¡t"m of silicon, and with

the interconnect the total 11 bit subtractor containing 360 transistors occupies 2903 x

531 ¡t,m when designed with the 3 ltm, single layer metal, single layer polysilicon

technology. The layout of two cascaded XOR gates and the interconnect required for

the subraction is shown in Figure 19.
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4.2"2 Sirnulated Operating Speeds

Since the 11 bit adder/subtractor is constructed with the 11 bit adder, the operat-

ing speed will be very similar to that found for the adder in section 4.t.2. The only

difference is due to the delay through the XOR gates and the extra carry delay pro-

duced by the 2s connpìement technique used. The testing of the 11 bit adder/subtractor

is done in exactly the same v/ay as the testing done for the 11 bit adder. The worst

case is calculated when the adder/subtractor is operating under loaded conditions. As

before, the simulation results aÍe the only measurements available because the

adder/subtractor cannot be isolated in the fabricated designs. Consequently, the simu-

lation test speeds are determined and scaled by the safe scaling factor to obtain the real

time fabricated IC operating speeds.

The worst case for the 11 bit adder/subtractor is analagous to the worst case

found for the 11 bit adder. Each adder cell has to have opposite states for the two

inputs and the input carry has to be high. An additional worst case analysis result

found for the adder/subtractor is that the subtraction process has the highest potential

to be the slowest operation. The adder state of the unit does not use the input carry of

the lowest order one bit full adder. The subraction process requires all 11 one bit full

adder cells to propagate the carry, while the addition process only needs 10. The

adder uses the first cell to generate the ripple carry and the subtractor uses an external

input to force the first cell to pass the input carry instead of generating it. Since a one

bit full adcler cell takes longer to pass a carry than it does to generate it, the subtrac-

tion is a siightly longer process. As a consequence, it is determined that the worst

case for the adder/subtractor is to subract a number from itself. The ls complement

function forces the opposite bits to appear at all the inputs of the one bit full adder,

and the select line causes the input carry.

For the designed adder/sr¡btractor, the test case used was to subtract 341 from

itself. The circuit used to test the adder/subtractor under loaded conditions was the

Ciarke transformation ASIC. The loading of the adder/subtractor is larger in the
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Clarke transformation ASIC so calculation of the worst case takes longer. The Cla¡ke

transformation circuit was put in a random state and the adder/subtractor was forced to

calculate the worst case. Both adder/subtractors in the Cla¡ke ÃSIC were tested

because the loads on each unit are different. The results from both tests indicate that

the last oufput from the subtraction obtains the low state of 0.5 volts ín 70 ns. As

expected, the first output is the least significant bit and the last output is the most

significant bit. Using this result as the maximum calculation time required by the

adder/subtractor, the operating speed of the addder/subtractor cell can be set at 14.4

MHz. Scaling this speed to real time using the safe scaling factor of 2 between the

simulator and fabricated ICs, the adder/subtractor designed for both the Cla¡ke and

DQOEX ASICs is considered completely functional at *7.I4 MHz in actual fabricated

ICs.
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CF{,EPT'ÐR. 5

Swppart {-ogic Uruits

The analysis of the transformation systems in Chapter 2 presented the mathemati-

cal units required to perform the Clarke and DQOEX transformations. The last two

chapters have presented the designs of all the mathematical units required for both

ASICs. ln the discussions, support logic units have been mentioned that multiplex

component inputs and generate 2s complements. This chapter presents the designs of

all the major support logic units used to complete the Cla¡ke and DQOEX ASICs.

The fust support logic unit discussed is the custom designed high speed selectable 2s

complement generator (S2sCG) used for the sign magnitude multiplication process.

The next section presents the full custom 2-7 and 4-1 multiplexers used to control the

inputs to the mathematic units and to multipiex the outputs to the external circuitry.

The last section looks at the latches used to hold the initial inputs while the transfor-

mations are calculated. Each section describes the support logic unit and discusses

why it is needed. Actual design layouts and loaded simulation speeds are also given.

5.1 FIigh Speed Selectable 2s Complement Generator

The sign magnitude multiplication process discussed in chapter 3 and used in

both the Cla¡ke and DQOEX transformation ASICs uses the magnitude of the two

numbers in the multiplication and assigns the correct sign to the result. The processes

of magnitude extraction and sign changing in 2s complement mathematics can both be

performed by a selectable 2s complement generator (S2sCG). The magnitude of a 2s

complement number is the number itself if the number is positive, and is the 2s
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complement of the number if the number is negative. The sign of a 2s complement

number can be changed by taking its 2s complement. The magnitr.:de of any 2s com-

plement number can be generated by passing the number through ã SZsCC with the

ci¡cuit select line, which is active high, contolled by the sign bit. Similarly, the corect

sign can be given to a multiplication product by comparing the sign of the multiplier

inputs and using the result to control the S2sCG on the output of the multiplier. Posi-

tive results are left unaltered, for select = 0, and negative products have their 2s com-

plement taken, for select = 1.

The S2sCG discussed in Chapter 4 for the adder/subtractor can be used here for

the sign magnitude application, but the generator is too slow and too silicon expensive.

Having to use an extra 11 bit adder to obtain the 2s complement is a waste of precious

calculation time and silicon real estate. A better method of 2s complement generation

is to use another characteristic of 2s compiement numbers. The 2s complement of any

number is obtainable by inverting all the bits to the Ieft of the least significant one [3].

This technique can be impiemented in far iess silicon area, and is a much faster opera-

tion. Since the design criteria of speed and area are important in the ASICs designed,

the 2s complement generator designed for the Clarke and DQOEX transformation cir-

cuits works on this principle.

The basic design concept of the high speed S2sCG built to implement the "invert

to the left of the least significant 1" technique, is to have both the incoming bit and its

complement available and to use the bits to the right to select the appropriate output.

A logic design of a 4 bit 2s complement generator using the "invert to the left of the

least significant 1" technique is shown in Figure 20. The OR gates monitor the

incoming bits and maintain a low output until the least significant 1 is encountered.

The low outputs select the unaltered S2sCG input bits to be passed to the outputs.

'When the least significant 1 is encountered, it is passed through the generator unaltered

and is used to select the complemented outputs for the remaining more significant bits.

Inverters in all the lines, except the least significant bit, are used to produce the
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complement states. The dual pass transistors are the select switches that are triggered

by the outputs of the 2 input OR gates. rJy'hen a pass Íansistor control line is high,

the input is passed to the output. If the control line is low, the oufput of the pass

transistor is in a high impedance state. No logic is required for the least significant bit

because it never changes during a 2s complementation process. To add selectability to

the 2s complement process, additional AND gates are required. By placing an AND

gate in the pass transistor control iine, the high ouçut from the OR gate indicating a

complement output can be masked out. One input to each AND gate is tied to a com-

mon select line which controls the final state of the pass transistor control line. The

logic circuit for a 4 bit selectable 2s complement generator (S2sCG) is shown in Fig-

ure 21. To implement the logic circuit for the selectable 2s complement generator in

CMOS technology, standard cells are used for the OR gates and the AND gates. A

full custom cell is used for the complement generator and the two pass transistors.

The layout of the custom cell is shown in Figure 22. One design simplification made

by using the CMOS AND gates from the standard cell library is that the pass transistor

enable and its complement are both taken from the AND gate. The enable comes

from the regular gate output and the complement is taken from the output of the inter-

nal NAND gate. This eliminates the need for the extra inverter used to generate the

enable complement for the pass transistor contol. To illustrate the interconnect and

the structure of the designed S2sCG, the layout of the 4 bit version is shown in Figure

23. The two O,R gates are at the top and the three custom cells with the inverters and

pass transistors are at the bottom.

Two load considerations for the S2sCG ci¡cuit are the fan out for the select line

and the loads on the complement outputs. The select line is connected to all the AND

gates, and if a large word length is used, switching is delayed due to fan out. It is

necessary to provide an extra d¡iver at the select line input to reduce the

charge/discharge delay and increase the component speed. t ooking at the outputs of

the 2s complement circuitry, the outputs are either the incoming bits or the
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complement states. If the complement states are the outputs, the loading of the output

lines becomes a concern. The only drive for the outputs is provided by a simple

invefier. To design away from reduced speeds due to the large loading of small

drivers, the outputs are buffered and boosted before being passed on to the remaining

circuin'y in the final implementations.

Figure 20: Logic design of 4 bit 2s complement generaror

Throughout the above explanation, a 4 bit S2sCG has been used to explain the

operation and to clearly illustrate the required circuitry and CMOS layout.

Specifications for the Cla¡ke and DQOEX transformation ASICs indicate that the

S2sCG must be at least 10 bits long. To increase the size of the 4 bit generator is

very straight forward. Columns consisting of one OR gate, one AND gate, and one
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Figure 2l: Logic design of 4 bit S2sCG

custom pass transistor inverter cell are added to the left side of the 4 bit system in a

bit slice fashion. One column is added for each additional bit and the interconnect

from column to column is identical to the 4 bit unit. The actual S2sCG design used in

the two ASIC sign magnitude multiplication processes consists of nine OR gates, ten

AND gates, and ten custom cells, and has an 11 bit word length. The select line is

driven but the outputs are buffered by separate driver cells. The word length is one bit

longer than required because the initial design of the unit was completed before the

word length limitations of the pad frame workspace were known. The original design

was made large to accomodate all the possible unknown final word lengths. It was
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Figure 22: Layout of custom cell for complementation and pass transistors

hoped that the design would make 11 bits, but it was not forecasted. The size was not

reduced when the actual word length was determined because the space was not

needed and time was not permitting.

The 11 bit S2sCG circuit contains 178 transistors and occupies 1236 x 360 ¡tm

when designed with 3 pm, single layer metal, single layer polysiiicon technology.

The layout for the complete 11 bit S2sCG circuit is shown in Figure 24.

The S2sCG is used to perform both 2s complement operations necessary for the

sign magnitude multiplication process described in Chapter 3. In both the Clarke and

DQOEX transformation ASICs, it is first used with the 2s complemenr multiplier

inputs to perform the magnitude extraction. Then it is used for the multiplier ourpurs

to assign the correct sign to the product.
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Figure 23: Layout of 4 bit S2sCG

5"2 2-X. and 4-1- Multiplexers

A design objective for both the Clarke and DQOEX transformation ASICs is to

design them to facilitate both the reverse and forwa¡d transformations. For the

DQOEX design this is not a problem because both forward and reverse transformation

matrices are identical. However, for the Clarke transformation some additional circui-

try is required. In Chapter 2 it was shown that both forward and reverse Clarke

transformations can be implemented with 1 multiplier, 2 adders, and 2 subtractors if
2-1 multiplexers are used to switch the component inputs when the transformation
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direction is changed. A similar need for 2-1 multiplexers was found in the DQOEX

ASIC analysis. To switch between the two DQOEX transformation equtations, 2-1

multiplexers are used to change the inputs to the two multipliers. ñecalling the wo¡d

length analysis performed in Chapter 2, fhe size of these 2-1 multiplexers is clearly

defined. The largest word Iength to pass through a 2-1 multiplxer is i0 bits.

An additional need for multiplexing arises f¡om the Clarke ASIC output require-

ments. The three outputs generated by the Clarke transformation have maximum word

lengths of 11 bits. If all three oufputs have their own output pins, 33 pads will be

designated for ouçut alone. Considering the limitations of the unidirectional 40 pin

pad frame and the 10 bit input requirements, the need for output multiplexing to

reduce the pin count becomes obvious. The Clarke ASIC incorporates a 4-1 multi-

plexer to reduce the output requirements to 11 pins. The 4-1 multiplexer selects one

of the three generated results and passes it on to the 11 available output pads. As a

direct consequence, the word length of the the 4-1 multiplexer is set at 11 bits. Know-

ing that a 4-1 multiplexer is constructed with three 2-7 multiplexers, the multiplexer

needs for the Clarke and DQOEX transformation ASICs are clea¡ly defined. A 10 bit

2-1 multiplexer is needed to stand alone, and an 11 bit 2-1 multiplexer is needed to

work with two others to make an 11 bit 4-1 multiplexer. To avoid repeated design

steps, and to reduce design time, a single 11 bit 2-1 multiplexer has been designed. It

is designed to stand alone or to work around two others to satisfy all the multiplexing

requirements.

The 2-l multiplexer built is a full custom design. This approach was taken as

apposed to using the standard cell library because of wiring and space reductions. The

standard cell 2-l muitiplexers are only built for one bit. To use these to make an 11

bit multiplexer is very easy, but it produces an interconnect nightmare. The incoming

data to the multiplexers is in an 11 bit bus structure. If the 11 bit 2-1 multiplexer con-

sists of 11 one bit 2-1 multiplexers cells, the interleaving of wires is very troublesome.

Furthermore, it consumes a significant amount of silicon a¡ea. A better approach is to
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maintain the conventional bus structure throughout the multiplexer so that the 11 bits

on the left or the 11 bits on the right are selected. This eliminates the wiring inter-

leave required at the inputs and moves the necessary interconnect t; the oufputs. The

11 bit ût]Þuts of either side must be connected together to form a single 11 bit output

bus. The movement of the interconnect to the output saves design time and a¡ea. It is

far easier to connect 22 outputs to 11 wires than it is to connect 22 wtres to 22 inputs,

and the interconnect for this design can be done in fa¡ iess area due to the reduced

interleave. A further area and interconnect saving is made when the full custom con-

ventional design is used for the 4-1 multiplexer. The first area saving and reduced

interconnect is possible for the same reasons as for the 2-7 multiplexer. A second sav-

ing of area arises from the custom output interconnect that is designed to reduce the

size of the 4-1 multiplexer. A 4-I multiplexer uses two 2-1 multiplexers on top to

make the fi¡st selection process and a third 2-1 multiplexer under them to make the

final selection. If the standard cell approach is used, the three blocks for each 2-1

multiplexer are rectangula¡ and the third block is stacked under the first two. Addi-

tional room is needed between the two levels for interconnect. The resulting block for

the 4-1 multiplexer is fairly large and the component shape resembles the letter T. A

better way to place the blocks results from the movement of the interconnect to the

bottom of the full custom 2-1 multiplexers. Referring to Figure 25, which shows the

layout for the 11 bit full custom 2-1 multiplexer, the saving of area due to the adjusted

interconnect can be seen. By using the miror image in the vertical axis of the first 2-

1 multiplexer for the second, the square area in the middle for the third multiplexer is

made. The third multiplexer fits up into the square and there is still room for the

required interconnect. The resulting 4-1 multiplexer now resembles the letter V, as

shown in Figure 26, and has a significantly reduced height. The height reduction pro-

duces a srnaller 4-1 multiplexer cell and consequently saves silicon area.
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Figure 25: Layout of full custom 11 bit 2-1 multiplexer

The full custom 2-1 multiplexer design uses pass transistors. Each of the 22 bít

inputs has its own pass transistor circuit that is either turned off or on by the two clock

and clock lines. An enlarged view of three of the pass transistor circuits and thei¡

input and output contacts is shown in Figure 27. The pass transistors all share com-

mon n wells and p wells to save area and the wells are tied to the appropriate power

and ground buses approximately every 150 ¡t m to maintain equal substrate potentials

and good logic levels. The enable lines run across the entire length of the cell and

cross over in the middle to perform the left or right select operation. Clocks are not

generated in the cell and must be provided. The output interconnect is mainly in metal

but some polysilicon has been used to reduce the area and provide the necessary
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crossovers. The power bus runs affoss the top of the cell and the ground bus follows

the bottom contour. The 11 bitfull custom 2-1 multiplexer contains M transistors and

occpuies 909 x 256 ¡tm when designed with 3 Vm, single layer metal, single layer

polysilicon technology"

w Metal loyer

ryp,x Polysilicon layer

w Diffusion Layer

;,,,,,:r,Nwellloyer

Clock

Clock

Figure 27:Three pass transistors and their interconnect

Having the 2-l multiplexers completed, the grouping and interconnect for the 4-1

multiplexer is relatively simple. Three blocks are positioned together and the ouçuts

of the top two blocks are connected to the inputs of the bottom cell. The 4-1 multi-

plexer design for the Clarke transformation ASIC contains 142 transistors and occupies

7752 x 474 ¡tm of silicon. The layout of this logic unit is shown in Figure 26.

The designei' 2-l multiplexers are used in the Clarke transformation ASIC to

change the inputs to the mathematical components depending on the transformation

direction, and in the DQOEX transformation ASIC to change the inputs to the multi-

pliers depending on the transformation equation. The 4-1 multiplexer is used strictly

for the output multiplexing of the Clarke rransformation ASIC.

o2o3 o1
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5"3 Ð-l-atches

The previous discussion presented the necessity of output multiplexing. A similar

argument can be made regarding circuit inputs. The Clarke transformation requires

three input parameters and the DQOEX transformation requires four. V/ith the input

variables each having a 10 bit word length, an unmultiplexed Clarke transformation

system requires 30 input pins and a DQOEX transformation system requires 40. Con-

sidering the need for at least 11 output pins and two power pins, the need to reduce

the input pin count is clearly obvious. Once again, the only solution is to multiplex.

Unfortunately, multiplexing ci¡cuit inputs is a bit more involved than multiplexing out-

purs. AIl the input values must enter the circuitry and be used simultaneously. There

must be a facility available to hold each input value while the remaining values are

multiplexed in and while the transformation is calculated. The storage facility used in

both the Clarke and DQOEX ASICs is D-latches. The D-latches are level sensitive

and a¡e controlled individuaily by combinational circuitry that works on two select

lines. They latch the appropriate data from the input pads and hold it while the

remaining inputs are multiplexed and while the transformation takes place. Since the

inputs are 10 bits for both the Cla¡ke and DQOEX transformations, 10 bit D-latches

are used.

The 10 bit latches used in both ASICs are designed with the D-latches from the

standard cell library. Ten cells are placed side by side and the clock and cl,ock lines

of all the cells are tied together. The combinational circuitry used to produce the

ciock and clock signals is not included in the latches and is ieft flexible for the final

design layouts. Instead, the clock and cl,ock lines are made available at both ends of

the 10 bit D-latch block. There is one addition made to the standard cell library D-

latch block that has substantial importance. Recaliing the block diagrams of the

Ctarke and DQOEX transformation algorithms, specifically the Clarke transformation

in frgures 1 and 2, it is observed that the loading on the D-latch outputs is excessive.

The outputs of the D-latches represent the input variables to the calculation circuitry.
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These variables are connected to at least two mathematical components for the forward

transformation, and to at least two mathematical components for the reverse transfor-

mation. Adding the facts that both transformation directions are witã¿ all the time and

that the connected components can be anywhere within the pad fraute, the loading of

the D-latch oufputs is quite substanrial. For these loads on the outputs of the latches,

the normal drive provided by standard output transistors is inadequate. To adjust for

the large loads on the outputs of the D-latches, full custom drivers have been designed

and are used to boost and buffer the ourputs. The designs are fuil custom because the

drivers in the standard cell library are either too small in terms of output drive, or are

too large in terms of area. The layout of the full custom d¡iver used with the D-latch

is shown in Figure 28. It contains three inverters. The first one is regular size, the

second is three times regular size, and the third, that provides the drive, is nine times

regular size. It is felt that a nine times driver is sufficient to compensate for the large

loads and adds the necessary punch for the D-latch outputs. The custom driver cell

uses the inverted outputs of the D-latches and is designed to fit exactly under the D-

latch cell to make full use of the area. The driver consumes 147 x 153 ¡t m of silicon

when designed with 3 pz, single layer metal, single layer polysilicon technology, and

when attached to the D-latch ce1l, the entire one bit D-latch/driver cell occupies 747 x

274 ¡t,m. The one bit D-latch/driver cell used for every bit in the 10 bit D-latches of

the Clarke and DQOEX ASICs is shown in Figure 29. When 10 of these cells a¡e

placed together to form the required 10 bit D-latches they occupy 1335 x2l4 ¡t"m, and

contain a total of 140 transistors.

The 10 bit D-latch cell is used for all the input multiplexing and storage for both

the Clarke and DQOEX transformation ASICs.
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Figure 28: Layout of full custom driver for D-latch ouÞuts

5.4 Simulated Operating Speeds

The testing of the selectable 2s complement generator (S2sCG), the 2-l and 4-l

multiplexers, and the D-latches designed to support the Clarke and DQOEX transfor-

mations follows the standa¡d testing procedure used in Chapter 4. For each logic unit

the worst case simulation speed is determined under loaded conditions and scaled to a

real time operating speed with the safe scaling factor found in Chapter 2. This tech-

nique has to be used for these four logic units because they cannot be isolated in the

fabricated circuits and actual test speeds are consequently unobtainable.i

T The real time operating speeds quoted in this secdon assume that the circuit components
will operaæ at maximum frequency and that the calculation [ime of each component will not
fluctuate 5uþstärtially from fabrication to fabrication. This is not a practical assumption and if
the components are ¡o be used in real applicafions, the operating speeds should be reduced.
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Figure 29: Layout of one bit D-latcVdriver cell

5"4"1 Selectable 2s Complement Generaton

The determination of the worst case operation of the S2sCG is elementary. For

each bit the worst situation is to generate the complement output because it has to pass

through an extra inverter. As a consequence, the fi¡st decision is to make the S2sCG

perform the complementation process. Looking at the OR gate circuitry for the selec-

tion process of each bit's output state, it is argued that the worst case occurs when the

least significant bit is high and the remaining bits that are ried to an OR gate input are

low. This forces the initial high value from the least significant bir to ripple through

nine OR gates to select the complement of the most significant bit. The zeros are
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requted for all the other OR gate inputs to eliminate any support for the ripple high

ourpur coming from the fust OR gate. Any other bit producing a high input to an OR

gare will reduce the ripple chain. One last consideration is the ialue of the most

significant bit. Since it is not an input to an OR gate, it can be either high or low.

The worst situation for this bit is determined solely by the charge and discharge rates

of the inverter used to generate its complement. If the inverter charges the load faster

than it discharges it, the worst case is to have the input bit high. If the situation is

reversed, the low input is the worst case. Summarizing the three worst case decisions

above, there are two possible worst cases. The first case is to take the 2s complement

of +1, and the second case is to take the 2s complement of -511.

The test of the S2sCG was done in the Clarke transformation layout. This layout

is better because it loads ten of the S2sCG outputs instead of just nine. The Clarke

transformation circuit was placed in a random state and the S2sCG at the input to the

multiplier was forced to calculate both of its worst cases. The generator at the input to

the multiplier was tested because it has slightly larger loads due to extra wire. The

test results indicate that the two possible worst cases are very similar and both take 30

tt.r to calculate. As expected, the most significant bit is the last output to settle at the

high threshold of 4.5 volts or the low state of 0.5 volts. From these test results, the

S2sCG is considered functional when operating at 33.33 MHz. Using the safe scaling

factor between the simulator and actual fabricated ICs, it is concluded that the select-

able 2s complement generator used in both the fabricated Clarke and DQOEX transfor-

mation ASICs operates correctly ar. *16.67 MHz.

5"4.2 2-X. and 4-l Multiplexers

The testing of the multiplexers is easy compared to the components tested thus

far. With the multiplexers, there is no need to determine a worst case. Since the cir-

cuit only consists of one or two pass transistors for each input and there is no logic

relating any two inputs together, all cases are treated equally. The only possible
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consideration is that the charge and discharge times through a pass transistor a¡e

different. To incorporate this consideration in a test, the test vector only needs to con-

sist of both ones and zeros. As a result, the four test vectors used to test the 4- 1 mul-

tiplexers a¡e -683, 682, -32, and 31, and the two test vectors for the 2-1 multiplexer

ne -342 and 347.

The testing of the 4-1 multiplexer was done in the Clarke transformation layout.

This circuit is used because it is the only layout that contains the 4-I multiplexer. To

test the multiplexer, the Clarke transformation circuit was first entered into a random

state. The four inputs were then applied to the multiplexer and the outputs were moni-

tored as the four select states were cycled through. There was no order to the clocking

to eliminate the possibility of a ioad sequence, and the test \ilas performed more than

once to reduce the possibility of special conditions. The results indicate that the 4-1

multiplexer outputs have very similar charge and discharge times. It only takes 35 ns

for a one to pass through the multiplexer and reach the ouçut high state of 4.5 volts

or for a zeÍo to pass through and reach the output low state of 0.5 volts. Therefore,

the 4-1 multiplexer operates correctly at a maximum frequency of 28.57 MHz on the

simulator and *14.28 MHz in actual fabricated ICs.

The testing of the 2-1 multiplexers was also done in the Cla¡ke transformation

layout. This time the circuit was used because it has 2-1 multiplexers on the inputs to

all the mathematical components as compared to just the multipliers in the DQOEX

ASIC. The testing of the 2-1 multiplexers was slightly more extensive than that done

for the 4-1 multiplexers. The extra analysis arises due to the different ioad possibili-

ties on the ouçuts of the 2-1 multiplexers. Since there are two multiplexers connected

to each adder, two used for each subtractor, and one used for the multiplier, there are

nine different load consideratirns that can cause the worst case charge/discharge time.

This total is reduced significantly by using the assumption that the loads for each mul-

tiplexer on an adder are the same, and that at least one multiplexer per adder/subtractor

has the same load as that on an adder. This is a safe assumption to make because for
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each multiplexer on an adder the outputs are all tied to the same cells by approxi-

mately the same amount of wire. Also, one multiplexer on the adder/subtractor is

attached directly to the cornmon adder block in an identical fashion ã. 
^ 

multiplexer is

tied to the adder. Using a second assumption that the two adder/subtractors have the

same load considerations for their multiplexers, the total load possibilities are reduced

to three. One load possibility for each of the adders and adder/subtractors, and one

possibility for the multiplier.

All three 2-1 multiplexer load possibilities were tested in the same fashion. The

Clarke transformation circuit was placed in a random state. The two test vectors were

applied to the inputs of the test multiplelxer, and the select line was toggled while the

outputs were monitored. Lastly, the test was run more than once to eliminate the pos-

sibility of special cases. The simulation results indicate that the worst loading occurs

on the 2-1 multiplexer used with the multiplier. The charge and discharge rates appear

to be the same and the inputs take 25 ¡?s to pass through the 2-1 multiplexer and reach

the high state of 4.5 volts or the low state of 0.5 volts. Therefore, it is concluded that

the 2-I multiplexer used in both the Clarke and DQOEX transformation ASICs

operates correctly at a maximum frequency of 40 lvlÍíz on the simulator and *20 MHz

in the actual fabricated ICs.

5.4.3 Ð-latches

The testing considerations for the D-latches are very similar to those for the mul-

tiplexers. The determination of the worst case is not required because the one bit D-

latch cells are only dependent on their single input bit and have no logic connection

with any of the other cells. The only consideration necessary is the possibility of

different charge and discha¡ge times for an individual D-latch cell and this condition is

tested for by using a test vector that contains both zeros and ones. Consequently, the

test vector 341 is used to test the D-iatches.
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The testing of the 10 bit D-latch cells was performed in the Clarke transformation

circuit. This ci¡cuit was used because it has the longest and the gleatest number of

wires atrached to the D-latch outputs, and a larger load fan out poisibility. Each D-

latch has the possibility of being connected to at least two mathematical components

that can be situated anywilere within the pad frame. To test the D-latches, the Cla¡ke

transformation circuit was fust put in a random state. The D-latch was then opened

while the test vector was applied and the outputs were monitored. The test was per-

formed on each D-latch within the circuit to determine which D-latch had the worst

load, and each test was performed more than once to reduce the possibility of special

cases. The results indicate that the 10 bit D-latch used to store the incoming C and Z

values has the worst loading. The charge and discharge times are approximately the

same and the inputs take 25 r?.ç to pass th-rough the logic unit and reach the output

high state of 4.5 volts or the ouþut low state of 0.5 volts. Therefore, it is determined

that the D-latch circuits used in both the Clarke and DQOEX transformation ASICs

operate correctly at a maximum frequency of 40 MHz on the simulator and *20 MHz

in actual fabricated ICs.
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CF{,EPT'ÐR. 6

Clarke and ÐQ}EX ASIC Ðesigns

The previous four chapters have presented the digital implementations of the

Ctarke and DQOEX transformations and the descriptions and designs of the mathemat-

ical components and support logic units required to construct the two ASICs. The

main objective of this chapter is to present the final design details of the two transfor-

mation ASICs. It begins with a discussion of the design objectives used throughout

the placement and routing process and the main design rules used to maintain these

objectives. The next section presents the completed ASIC implementation of the

Clarke transformation and includes the pad frame layout decisions. The third portion

of this chapter presents the completed ASIC implementation of the DQOEX transfor-

mation and also includes the pad frame layout decisions. Thereafter, the use of these

two components in cascade to perform the DQO transformation is discussed. The last

three sections include inpuloutput requtements, timing charts, and simulation and test

results that determine the maximum ASIC operating speeds.

6.L Fad Frame Layout Objectives

Having the mathematical and support logic units completed for both the Clarke

and DQOEX transformation ASICs, the task remaining is to put them all together in a

pad frame and connect them with the necessary wiring. This task is not trivial as there

are many important layout and interconnect objectives that must be simultaneously

considered. Two $oups of design objectives were considered while the Clarke and

DQOEX transformation ASICs were built. The first group influences the pad frame

layout and consists of locality and data flow considerations. The second set mainly
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influences the routing and interconnect and consists predominately of speed and simpli-

city considerations. The emphasis of these objectives resulted in a set of design rules

that are used when the ASICs are constructed. Their effects are clJarty illustrated by

the final pad frame layouts and resulting interconnect.

A major design objective emphasized during the pad frame layout is locality.

Due to the charactèristic ability of locality to reduce the amount of interconnèct in a

circuit, it is an important design objective for both the Clarke and DQOEX transforma-

tion ASICs. Since all the components used in the Clarke and DQOEX transformation

circuits are shared by two calculations (for the Clarke the forward and reverse transfor-

marions as in figures 1 and 2, and for the DQOEX the two equations as in Figure 4),

the interconnect required is fairly extensive and measures have to be taken to minimize

it. It is a more obvious concern in the Cla¡ke transformation design because all the

partial products passed from one component to another change with a reversal in the

transformation di¡ection. There are two sets of data lines running to each component

and each set has a separate origin. Adding tlie fact that each data bus is between 9

and 11 bits wide, the required interconnect for the five mathematical units occupies a

major portion of the silicon workspace. To emphasize locality and use it to reduce the

required interconnect, special consideration is given to the placement and use of circuit

components. If two components are using the same outputs of a third component, the

two components are placed together, and if possible, placed next to the thi¡d com-

ponent. This reduces the length of the wire needed to connect the components. If two

mathematical units are available to caiculate a required partial product, the unit closest

to the two input values is used. This also reduces the exra interconnect. One last

emphasis of locality is the attempt to make efficient use of common inputs and buses.

If a bus represents one partial product or input pammeter during the forward transfor-

mation, the inputs to the mathematical unit for the reverse transformation are adjusted

to make use of this fact and reduce the need for extra wiring. This reduces the

number of buses required and significantly simplifies the interconnect process.
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The emphasis of locality is used in the layout of both ASICs. It is much harder

to satisfy all the locality objectives in the Clarke ASIC because the dual use of each

component makes the entire analysis difficult. To maintain good locality in the Clarke

design, it was decided to keep the adders and subtractors separate from the multiplier.

By grouping the two adders and one subtractor a major portion of the interconnect is

ieduced. À tuntrer resuit is that the rèmaining subtractor used by both the multiplier

and the grouped adders and subtractors is placed near both areas so that the routing is

simplified. Since the multiplier is so iarge, its placement cannot be varied substantially

and it is just placed in the best position to allow the other components to work around

it. A considerable effort was also made to make the most efficient use of the data

buses and the dual representation inputs by changing the components used and the

positions of the inputs. In the DQOEX transformation layout, locality did not play a

major role in the final component placement because the design is not very intercon-

nect intensive. It was very easy to place the two multipliers close to the latches, and

the adder/subtractor close to the output of the two multipliers to achieve the good

locaiity and minimized interconnect. There was some effort required to make efficient

use of the two 2-1 multiplexers at the inputs to the multipliers, but relative to the

Clarke transformation design the DQOEX transformation locality considerations were

fairly simple to emphasize.

The second design consideration that affects the pad frame layout for both ASICs

is the drive for efficient data flow. The objectives of locality and data flow are closely

related, but data flow puts more emphasis on the direction of data movement. The data

flow objective emphasized during the pad frame layout is to foliow the conventional

theory that data should flow in one side of a circuit, work through the circuit in a uni-

directional fashion, and be made available at the opposite side of the circuit. The

emphasis is put on data flow because it also has the characteristic ability to reduce

interconnect. Data flow considerations reduce interconnect by eliminating data circles.

If data is allowed to flow to one side of the chip for one calculation, then back to the
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other side for another calculation, and then to the opposite side once more to reach the

outputs, the workspace area is crossed three times and the data makes a calculation cir-

cle around the workspace. The wiring is reduced significantty r1 the data is not

allowed ta circle back. If the unidi¡ectional flow is enforced, the data does not form a

circle and only crosses the silicon workspace once.

To reduce the interconnect and incrèase the circuit speeds, data flow has been

emphasized in both the Clarke and DQOEX transformation ASICs. As with locality,

the Clarke ASIC requires a more in depth analysis because the five mathematical com-

ponents make it difficult to encourage unidirectional data flow for both transformation

directions. The data flow analysis results agree with the decisions made for locality.

The grouping of the two adders and the single subtractor reduces a majority of the

reverse flow of data. A further simplification added by the data flow analysis is that

reversing one of the adders reduces the number of data buses that have to work in the

reverse direction. Data flow anlaysis is also the driving force that placed the second

subtractor over the multiplier and moved the multiplier near the subtractor (see Figure

30). The ouçuts of the subtractor are inputs to the multiplier and it is better to have

the multiplier under the subtractor. One obvious result of the unidirectional data flow

emphasis is that inputs enter in one side of the IC and outputs leave the opposite side.

The role played by data flow emphasis in the DQOEX transformation ASIC is more

important than that played by locality. Data ffow for the DQOEX transformation is

the major rule used to place the components. It was decided to input the values at the

top of the circuit, hold them in latches, have the nvo multipliers under the latches, and

the adder/subn'actor under the multipliers. It was also decided to place the ouçut

latches after the adder/subtractor and have the results come out through the bottom of

the ci¡cuit. This way the data flows straight through the circuit.

After manipulating the pad frame layouts for the Clarke and DQOEX transforma-

tion circuits to emphasize locality and data flow, and reaching an optimum solution,

the next design objective considered was speed performance. Since speed is an initial
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design criterion, it has to be emphasized during all design decisions. The emphasis of

speed is related to the component placement, but with the placement already emphasiz-

ing data flow and locality, it is assumed that the speed considerations related to place-

ment are already accounted for. The speed considerations are also linked to the circuit

component selections, but they have been discussed earlier. The major speed con-

siderations that have to be emphasized during the pad frame layout process are those

that are related to routing and output loading. To design the fi.nal pad frame layouts of

the Clarke and DQOEX transformation circuits for speed, the routing in polysilicon is

minimized, the output loading is monitored and compensated for, and the component

switching speeds are maximized. Knowing that metal has a significantly lower resis-

tance than polysilicon, the best layer to wire with is metal. This minimizes the resis-

tance of lines that have to charge and discharge and produces the smallest RC time

constants and the fastest operating speeds. As a direct consequence, metal is used as

much as possible for all the buses and interconnect in both the circuits. Eventhough

the use of a single routing layer makes the interconnect very expensive in terms of sili-

con area, the long wire lengths and the drive for speed discourage the use of the

second (polysilicon) layer. Polysilicon is only used when it is absolutely necessary. It

is used when power buses cross data buses, when two buses cross one another, and

when certain connections are made between data buses and circuit components. All

remaining routing is done in metal. A second step used to minimize the polysilicon

content is to minimize and group the data bus crossings. Since the polysilicon layer is

used when a power bus is crossed or when two data buses cross, the polysilicon con-

tent is reduced if the crossings are grouped and minimized. The objective in both the

Clarke and DQOEX designs is to cross the power buses only where they are attached

to the pad frame and to make efficient use of the power buses passing through com-

ponents. Furthermore, if a power bus does have to be crossed and it is known that the

data buses have to cross as well, the crossings all take place at the same time. The

data buses cross at the same place that the power buses cross. This reduces the

number of metal to polysilicon nansfers and as a consequence, the amount of
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polysilicon in the data buses is reduced. An additional restriction used on the data

buses, is that data buses are not allowed to twist anywhere but at the components. A

twist means that the order of the data lines has to be reversed in the data bus such that

D 1 and D 1s switch places. Since a twist forces the data bus to cross itself, it requires

extra use of the polysilicon layer. The method used to reduce the twisting of data

buses is to switch the data lines at the components and to twist the components if
necessa.ry. By carefully selecting the order with which the data is pulled off a com-

ponent and made into a bus, the number of data twists is minimized. If a twist is

required it is done at the component output to bus transfer stage. This reduces the

amount of polysilicon required for the data twists. If a majority of the data buses

attached to a component require a twist, the component itself is mirrored to reverse its

bit order and the smaller number of data buses are twisted. This eliminates some of

the data twists and reduces the polysilicon content of the data bus. The minimization

of polysilicon is emphasized in both the Clarke and DQOEX transformation ASICs by

using these routing rules.

A very important speed consideration is the ouçut loading of the Clarke and

DQOEX circuit components. As already mentioned, the long interconnect wires and

the possibiiity of multiple data buses connected to the output of a simple inverter cause

detrimental charge/discharge times for the circuit. Consequently the operating speed is

restricted. To emphasize speed in the designs of the Clarke and DQOEX transforma-

tion ASICs, special consideration is given to the output loads and to the buffering and

boosting of component oufputs. The adders, subtractors, and latches are constructed

with oversized buffers and drivers to compensate for the large loads. Similar con-

siderations are given to the remaining circuit components. Driver stages are used for

the output of the rnultipliers and for the outputs of the selectable 2s complement gen-

erator for both transformation ASICs. Drivers are used whenever possible to buffer

circuit oulputs and to provide extra punch to the long data lines. Special load con-

siderations are also given to the clock lines used in both transformation designs in an
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attempt to reduce timing delays. For the clock lines used to control the D-latches

drivers are used for each clock line of every latch. This reduces the latching time and

increases the input multiplexing speed- A special load considerJtion given to the

Clarke ÍatÌsformation circuit is the loading of the 2-1 multiplexer select lines. Since

the multiplexers are attached to the input of every component and the components are

placéd throughout the entire workspaCe, individual drivers are uséd for each

multiplexer's select and selea lines. This reduces the time required to change

transformation directions. A similar driver arrangement is made in the DQOEX

transformation ASIC. Separate drivers are used for the clock and clock- lines for the

output latches and for the 2-l multiplexers at the inputs to the multipliers. This is a

more important speed enhancement for the DQOEX circuit because the switching

occurs once per calculation and is directly related to the total transformation calcula-

tion time. The use of the drivers reduces the state switching time and consequently

increases the operating frequency.

The last major design rule used to emphasize speed in the final transformation

ASICs is to maximize the transistor switching speeds. By providing one solid ground

and one solid power line to each component, the transistors have a minimum resistance

charge and discha¡ge path and can potentially switch faster. The design technique

used for all the components constructed uses a metal contact for ground on one side of

the component, a metaVpolysilicon contact on the other side, and a reverse arrange-

ment for the power line. The components are always connected with the metal con-

tacts fi¡st, and it is attempted to always connect the metal contacts with the purely

metal buses. The metaVpolysilicon contact is used to help share the current during

switching and to provide a contact point if the power buses have to cross one another.

By using one side of each component for the solid power line and the other side for

the solid ground line, it is possible to reduce the amount of polysilicon in the power

nets and increase the switching speeds. These three groups of speed enhancing tech-

niques discussed above are used in both the Cla¡ke and DQOEX transformation ASICs

in an attempt to increase the operating frequencies.
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There is one additional design objecúve emphasized during the final placement

and routing of the Clarke and DQOEX transformation circuits. Operational simplicity

is a key factor in the designs of these ci¡cuits and is a major overall design criterion.

The d¡ive for simple operation is achieved by discouraging complex timing and clock-

ing. Asynchronous operation was chosen when the component selection analysis was

áone and lts emptràiis is continued into the design of the final circuits in the pad frame

layout. Other than the unavoidable clock line used to change the equation processed

by the DQOEX transformation ASIC, there are no special clock lines used to control

the calculation process or to latch any intermediate results. The Cla¡ke transformation

circuit is designed to operate completely asynchronously, and the DQOEX calculation

process for each equation is also an asynchronous design. The ideology used is that

once the inputs are in place, the calculation of the results ripples through the circuitry

in a domino fashion. Calculation is considered complete when all the ripples settle

and the outputs remain stable. This drive for asynchronous operation is a major design

consideration for both the transformation ASICs, and both final pad frame layouts were

completed with it in mind.

6.2 Clarke Transforrnation ASIC

6"2"1, Final Ðesign

The Clarke transformation pad frame layout was the first design to incorporate the

design objectives discussed in the previous section. The completed design contains

two 11 bit adder cells, two 11 bit adder/subtractor cells, and one 10 bit x 10 bit paral-

lel ripple positive number multiplier @NM) cell. Each of the inputs to both adders

and both adder/subtractors, and one input to the PNM use 2-1 multiplexers to change

the inputs and incorporate both the forward and reverse transformations. The final pad

frame layout of the circuit is shown by the picture in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Picture of the Cla¡ke ASIC final layout
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The entire calculation process of the Clarke transformation, including the inputs

and outputs, is performed in 2s complement mathematics. The designed adders, sub-

tractors, and multipliers do the required additions, subtractions, and multiplications,

and the divisions by 2 are done by a logical right shift. The adder/subtractor cells are

hard wired to subtract, and the muitiplication is done with the sign magnitude tech-

nique presented in Chapter 3. There is one selectable 2s complement generator

(S2sCG) used to perform the necessary magnitude extraction of the 2s complement

multiplier input and one used to regroup the appropriate sign and the product magni-

tude at the multiplier ouçut. The select line of both S2sCGs is controlled by the sign

bit of the 10 bit 2s complement multiplier input. The tested 10 bit x 10 bit parallel

ripple PNM is used to do the magnitude multiplication of the 2s complement pafiial

product and the {-3 multiplication factor. The 10 bit x 10 bit PNM is used instead of

the 9 bit x 10 bit PNM for two reasons (also explained in Chapter 3). The 10 bit x 10

bit PNM was tested operational and has a relatively deep cell design hierarchy that is

not easy to reduce. tne {3 representation is fixed to be a positive 10 bit number and

is fed directly to all 10 bits of the PNM input. The 2s complement input value is also

fixed at 10 bits, but the 10th bit fed to the PNM is always zero due to the fact that

there are only 9 bits of magnitude in the 10 bit 2s complement input. The 10 bit

representation of {-3 works on the principal that zero in bina-ry represents decimal

zero, and 1023 in binary represents decimal two. It is necessary to use this defined

representation of {-3 to ensure that the correct 10 output bits of the multiplier are used

to define the multiplication partial product. The design currently uses the top 10 bits

of the multiplier to define the 10 bit partial product. This is due to the decimal

equivalent of the multiplication process. The multiplication of one 10 bit number and

one 9 bit number produces a 19 bit result. Since it is known that the 10 bit number

represents a decimal value less than 2, the correct partial product is shifted by 9 bits

and is in the top 11 bits of the 20 bit ouçut from the 10 bit x 10 bit PNM. The most

significant bit represents the sign. However, because the multiplication result used in

the Cla¡ke transformation calculations is also logically shifted to implement the divide
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by 2, the 10 bit muttiplication product carried on is contained in the top 10 bits of the

20 bit oufput product. The most significant bit still represents the sign. Therefore, the

bottom 10 ouçut bits of the 10 bit x 10 bit paraltel ripple PNMi¿re unused in the

Clarke transformation circuit The ten outputs of the PNM that are used are buffered

with an extra set of d¡ivers before they are passed on to the final output S2sCG of the

sign magnitude multiplier. The ouçuts of this S2sCG are also driven to ensure that

the multiplier ouçuts have sufficient drive.

The data flow through the pad frame layout and the use of each component for

the forward and reverse Clarke transformations are illustrated in Figure 3i. For the

forward transformation in Figure 31a, the scaled three phase ac quantities, Ai Bi and

C i arc multiplexed through the ten input pins on the right and held in the three sets of

D-latches. The partial products are calculated by each component as shown in the

figure and the results a:rive at the output multiplexer and are multiplexed out by the

appropriate clocking. For the reverse transformation the operation is almost identical.

The three input parameters o, Þ, und Z, are multiplexed in through the ten input pins

and are latched in the three sets of D-iatches. Ttre 2-I multiplexers are in the opposite

states from the forward transformation, and the new partial products as shown in Fig-

ure 31b are calculated by the circuit components. The transformation results arrive at

the output multiplexer and are passed to the oufput pins as selected. The key point to

the operation of the Clarke transformation ASIC is the di¡ection changing facility.

There is one select pin on the pad frame that controls the transformation di¡ection.

V/hen the SEX.ECT' pin (see pin assignment in Figure 33) is high all the 2-1 multi-

plexers switch to input the forward transformation parameters so that the forward

transformation partial products and results are calculated. When the SELECT pin is

low, all the 2-I multiplexers switch state and select the reverse transformation input

parameters and force the components to calculate the reverse transformation partial

products and results. The select line runs to all the 2-1 multiplexers and the appropri-

ate drivers generate the select and select clocks for each individuat multiplexer.
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Even with all the interconnect reduction techniques discussed in the previous sec-

tion, the final pad frame layout for the Clarke transformation circuit is still very inter-

connect intensive. When the cells are expanded to show all the -uit layers as in the

picture in Figure 32, tllre dominance of rnetai is very distinct. In some areas there are

four buses running along, each of which is 11 bits wide. To make additional room for

all the interconnect, the silicon workspace is increased by removing some of the

unnecessary pads. The total Clarke transformation circuit, including all the pads, is

designed in a 7500 pTn square of silicon with CMOS 3 pz, single layer metal, single

layer polysilicon technology. It only contains 6224 tansistors, but the remaining room

is necessary for the high speed interconnect.

6.2.2 Input/Output

There are two sets of inputs and ouçuts for the Clarke transformation ASIC. The

fi¡st set deals with the forward transformation and the second set is for the reverse

transformation. When the Clarke ASIC is performing the forward transformation, the

three inputs are all in 10 bit 2s complement form with only 8 bits used for the magni-

tude. The ouçuts produced are in 11 bit 2s complement form with 9 bits used for the

magnitude and 2 sign bits. For the reverse Clarke transformation, the word lengths are

longer. All inputs are in 10 bit 2s complement fonn, with the cr and p parameters

using 9 bits for magnitude and the Z input having 8 bits for magnitude. The

difference in the word lengths of the inputs for the reverse transformation is due to the

design criterion that the DQOEX and Clarke transformation ASICs should work in cas-

cade to perform the DQO transformation, and that the cascade should have symmetri-

cal inputs and outputs (as discussed earlier in the intial word length analysis of

Chapter 2). The cr, and B parameter inputs to the Clarke ASIC are assumed to be pro-

duced by the DQOEX circuit. Since the DQOEX transformation increases the word

length of the variables by one during the calculation, the parameters cr and p are one

bit longer than the input values D , Q, and O. This in addition to the fact that O = Z

causes the inputs to the reverse Clarke transformation to have different word lengths.
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Figure 32: Picture of the Clarke ASIC with all cells expanded
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The Clarke transformation ASIC uses four latches to hold the inputs while the

forwa¡d and reverse transformation results are calculated (see Figure 31). All latches

are fed through the same ten input pins on the right hand side of the IC, and three

separate clocks control the input multiplexing. There are three latches to hold the

three input parameters and there is a separate latch used to hold the tO Uit {-3

representation. The 10 Uit {-f representation has not been hard wired to provide the

user with some flexibility for the input multiplication factor. tne {-¡ latch has its own

clock so that it can be latched at power up and never be considered again. The latch

is open when the MULTIN pin (see pin assignment in Figure 33) is low and latches

the data when the MULTIN pin is high. The two remaining clock lines, CLIN1 and

CLIN2, are used to multiplex in the three input parameters according to the truth table

in Table 6. A zero under a latch means that it is open and a one indicates that data is

latched and hetd for those clock line states. The order of latching begins with the C'

and Z input because it is attempted to input the parameters fi¡st that are required by

the longest calculation path. Since C'is subtracted from B i and then fed to a multi-

plier for the forward transformation, C'and B' ate input first. There is a tristate buffer

position available for the input latches such that all the latches are closed and the data

bus is ignored. This occurs when CLINL is high and CLIN2 is low.

CLINl CLIN2 A'l a B'/ þ C'/ Z

00
01
11
10

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

Table 6: Clarke ASIC input multiplexing truth table
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The output operation of this ci¡cuit is very simple. Once the inputs a¡e in place

the circuit is left to calculate for a set time during which all the outputs are produced

and made available at the edge of the ouçut 4-1 multiplexer. After the calculation

time, the ouÞuts are selected in any fashion desired simply by using the two output

multiplexer control pins Cn OUTI and CLOUTZ. T'he output selection process with

these clocks changes between the two transformation directions and is best described

by the oulput multiplexing truth table in Table 7. The ouçut P corresponds to a par-

tial product that is a correct oufput for the opposite transformation. As was mentioned,

the ouçut selection is flexible, but it is advised to select the ouçuts in the sequences

Zaþ for the forward transformation, and ABC for the reverse transformation. These

sequences produce maximum operating speeds. The ouçuts from the 4-1 multiplexer

are passed through an oversized driver before they are connected to the oulput pads to

provide suffr.cient output drive so that the ASIC can be used in real circuit applica-

tions.

ASIC outputs

--r ^.(-.1 (ru r r wL\)u t- L lIpL --) â'DV â,DU-LLPL

0

0

1

1

0

I

0

1

B

C

A

P

Z

c[

P

B

Table 7: Clarke ASIC ourput multiplexing truth table

There is one multiplexer used for the circuit outputs that has not yet been men-

tioned. An additional2-I multiplexer is used to reduce the number of inputs to the 4-

1 output multiplexer. A 2-1 multiplexer is used to change between the Z ouÞut for

the forward transformation and the B output for the reverse transformation. It is con-

trolled by the select line in the exact same fashion as the other 2-l multiplexers and is

used to reduce the five possible outputs for both transformations to four.
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The Clarke transformation ASIC uses a total of 29 pins on the 40 pin package.

The pin assignment of the ASIC indicating the pin numbers and their names is shown

in Figure 33. A summary of the pin requirements and the corresponding pin numbers

is given below.

10 - input pins (Ii -+ 36, I10 + 5)

11 - output pins (O1 + 16, AÍ -+ 26)

3 - input multiplexing clocks (MULTIN -> 33,

CLIN1 -+ 7,

CLIN2 + 6)

2 - output multiplexing clocks (CLOUTI + 29

CI-OUT2 + 28)

I - power (VDD -+ 35)

1 - ground (GND + 34)

1 - transformation direction selection pin (SELECT + 8)

6"2"3 Timing

Reviewing the inpuloulput and circuit operation discussions in the previous sec-

tions, the total clock count for the Clarke transformation circuit is five. However, only

four clocks are required to operate the Clarke transformation ASIC because the MUL-

TIN clock is only used at power up. Recalling the main design objective of simpli-

city, the idea of four clocks seems to contradict this initial design criterion. Neverthe-

less, it is important to remember that all four of these clocks are needed solely for VO

multiplexing. If the input and output multiplexing bottleneck is removed, the circuit

does not require any clocks. Since this is not possible with the 40 pin pad frame, the

necessary VO multiplexing must remain.

Three things should be kept in mind when operating the Clarke ASIC. Latches

need time to set up and settle to an input value, latches require time to close before the

dat¿ can be removed from the inputs, and latches are level sensitive. If the data is not
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10
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13
t4
15
16
L7
18
t9
20

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
e9
28
27
e6
25
24
23
22
2I

I6
t7
I8
I9

I10
CLIN2
CLINl

SELECT
NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

01
o?
03
o4
05

I5
t4
I3
r¿
T1
VDD

GND

MULTIN
NC

NC

NC

CLOUTl
CLOUT2
NC

011
010
09
08
o7
06

NC

0

I

NO CONNECTTON
OUTPUT
INPUT

Figure 33: Clarke transformation ASIC pin assignment

left at the input to the latches long enough while the latch control line is low, the

correct data will be lost. Similarly, if the data is removed before the latch is actually

closed, erroneous data will be latched. As al¡eady mentioned in the previous section,

the operation cycle of the Clarke transformation ASIC is to quickly multiplex in and

latch the three inputs and then wait for a defined time before selecting the outputs.

The timing for the forward and reverse transformation operations is almost identical

except for the difference in the output multiplexing. The reverse operation uses a

different sequence of outputs. The timing chart for the forward Clarke transformation

is shown in Figure 34. The top clock is the system clock and is used as a reference

for the four multiplexing clocks. The data timing line is not a direct input to the cir-

cuit and is only used to indicate when it is time to change the input data on the data

bus and the order of the incoming inputs. The only important part of this line is the
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edges. The levels can be ignored. A low (or high) level on the data line does not

mean that all the data bits must be low (or high). It simply indicates that that is the

period during which the data lines rnust hold the marked input parameter value. When

the data line in Figure 34 changes levels it is time to change the data inputs for the

next ma¡ked variable. The circuit operation starts at power up by loading in the 10 bit

representation of {-3. The MULTIN line is held low while the represenrarion is input

through the 10 bit data bus. After half a system clock period, the MULTtrN line

returns high and remains so until the representation is changed or the circuit is reset by

a power failure. The data remains on the data bus for an additional half clock period

after the MULTIN line goes high to ensure that the closing latch gets the correct data.

The entire {-3 ,"pr"r"ntation preload takes one system clock period and does not need

to enter the timing chart again. Assuming that the system clock has a period of t, and

that the f3 preload has been done in the first system cycle (during power up or reset),

the parameter input multiplexing of a transformation cycle is completed in 3t. This is

sufficient time for all the inputs to be latched and the input bus to be put in the tri-

state. After 3t, the data bus is irrelevant to the circuit operation and the two input

clocks remain in the final state until the next operation begins. The time required to

wait for the calculation to finish is shown by the section marked r¡. Note that the cal-

culation time is considered to stafi at 2T, when the last input is placed on the data bus.

After the calculation time t¡, the outputs are multiplexed out. The ourput clocks in the

timing diagram in Figure 34 use the suggested output multiplexing (mentioned in the

previous section) and are set to select the fi¡st result for the entire calculation time.

There are two similar points to keep in mind when obtaining the outputs. The oufput

multiplexer is level sensitive and time is required for the outputs to pass through the

circuitry and reach the ouçut pins. The outputs can be obtained very fast, but a fixed

time is still necessary to obtain the correct results. Once again, using the system clock

as a reference, all the outputs are obtained correctly 2t seconds after the calculation is

considered complete. Summing up the times, the total forward Clarke transformation

is performed in t¡ + 4t seconds.
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A similar explanation of the circuit operation can be given for the reverse Clarke

transformation. Using the timing diagram in Figure 35 to illustrate the reverse

transformation operation, the similarities between the timings for the two possible

Ciarke ASIC functions a¡e distinctly obvious. Using the system clock once again as a

reference, the inputs a¡e considered latched in 3c and the data bus is then ignored.

The circuit is left to calculate for t, seconds in this case and it is again considered to

sta¡t when the last input is on the data bus. After r, seconds, the oufputs are ready

and can be multiplexed out. It should be observed that the output multiplexing clock-

ing sequence is different now. The two output clocks are still set to select the first

output for the entke calculation time /r, but the levels are changed to wait for the fi¡st

reverse Clarke transformation ouçut A. The ouçuts a¡e multiplexed out in an identi-

cal fashion to the forward transformation except for the differences in the clock level

sequence as indicated by the output multiplexing table in the previous section. All the

outputs are obtained in 2r seconds after the calculation is considered complete. Simi-

lar to the forward transformation operation, the reverse Clarke transformation calcula-

tion cycle is complete in a total of tr + 4a seconds.

6.2.4 Operating Speeds

The presentation of the Clarke ASIC timing requirements in the previous section

clearly defi.nes the circuit operation. The important task remaining is to determine the

minimum values for r, t¡, and t' so that the actual operating speed of the IC can be

defined. It is not difficult to experimentally find a value for the mimimum system

clock period t, but the determination of 7 for the forwa¡d transformation and f, for

the reverse transformation is extremely difficult. The main problem is that in order to

guarantee that tf and t, are long enough, the worst case must be found and tested.

Since the circuit uses the parallel ripple PNM, and recalling the difficulty in determin-

ing the worst case for this component, the total analysis of the Clarke transformation

worst case is also difficult. Furthermore, since the Clarke transformation circuit uses
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many components and generates many partiat products the analysis to determine the

worst case is virtually impossible. Since the worst case cannot easily be determined

and tested, two other approaches are used to estimate the minimu- Ãrr", for t¡ and tr.

The first technique assumes that every component in the circuit is calculating its worst

case and the worst case times for all the components in the longest calculation path are

added together. This approach produces a pesimistic calculation time, but yields a safe

upper bound for the minimum times t¡ and tr. The second approach is a selective test

vector technique that tests the actual fabricated IC and generates a more practical esti-

mate of the transformation time. For the second test it was originally intended to use

a random-test vector approach similar to that used to test the multiplier in section 3.4,

but too many problems were encountered with the simulator. The APL subroutine was

written and 1000 test results were generated but problems occured when the resimula-

tions were performed on the flagged test cases. For all the test cases marked by the

simulator, none were flagged for the desired reasons and calculation time discrepancies

were found. Either the resimuiations found the flagged test cases to frnish in

significantly less time than that originally given to the random-test, or the simulator

indicated that the test cases would never be calculated correctly by the Cla¡ke ASIC.

The first set of flagged results never should have been marked in the first case and

when the test cases marked as "never correct" were tested on the fabricated IC, the

Clarke ASIC did produce the correct results. As a result of the time discrepancies on

the simulator and the incorrect simulation results, the simulator was removed from the

original random-test technique and as a consequence the test was aborted. To replace

the random-test the selective test vector approach is used. It has a lower degfee of

certainty but is the only logical option remaining. For the worst case delay analysis,

the simulation times a¡e used and then scaled to real time with the safe scaling factor

be¡teen the simulator and the fabricated ICs. The selective test vector approach uses

real time experimental test results.
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The determination of the maximum frequency for the system clock is only depen-

dent on the speed of the input latches and the ouçut multiplexer. Using the simula-

tion results of the D-latch set up time in section 5.4.3, and the results of the oufput

multiplexer simulation speed in section 5.4.2, the absolute minimum system clock

period is 70 ¿s . If the clock period is less than 70 n.r, the data latched is not

guaranteed to be correct and the outputs are not guaranteed to propagate through the

oufput 4-1 multiplexer and reach the ouçut pins. A clock period longer than 70 r¿s is

permined, but the minimum value is T = 70 ns.

To calculate the worst possible total calculation time for the forward Clarke

transformation, the three transformation equations are used. The equations from

Chapter 2 that illustrate the calculation algorithm used in the circuit are:

ct, = A'- (i5)Tlt'* c)

+{", ["'-B=

'{o'*2l

,ìÌ

[r'* tì]

(16)

(17)

Examining these three equations and recalling the length of a multiplication from

Chapter 3 compared to the addition and subtraction times found in Chapter 4, the long-

est calculation path is equation 16. The calculation of B is the slowest due to the mul-

tiplication by {-¡. Consequently, equation 16 is used to determine the smallest value

for the caiculation ttme t¡ of the forward transformation. Assuming that the calcula-

tion begins when the Ê parameter is applied to the data lines at t, the worst case delay

calculation proceeds as follows:
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25 ns

+25ns

+70ns

+25ns

+30ns

+Mns

+30ns

through input latch

through 2-1 multiplexer of adder/subtractor

through in bit adder/subnactor

through 2-1 multiplexer on multiplier

through S2sCG

through multipler

through output S2sCG

205 + M ¿s

The total calculation time depends on the time M used for the speed of the multi-

plier. If the worst case cell delay analysis is used, one of the three switching threshold

results must be selected. For the purpose of this analysis, the multiplication speed

used is from the random sample simulation tests. This is a more realistic approxima-

tion of the actual operating speed of the PNM and gives a more practical perspective

to the Clarke transformation calculation time. Therefore, using the value of M = 390

ns from section 3.4 for the multiplier and adding a 20 ns factor fo¡ the two additional

drivers on the multiplier outputs, the additive worst case time for the forward Cla¡ke

transformation is 615 ¿s. Using this time factor and the minimum value of t from

above, the mimimum calculation time r¡ in the timing chart is calculated to be:

tf = 545 ns. Therefore, using the values for t and f¡ from this section, and the equa-

tion 7 = tf * 4t from the previous section, the forward Clarke transformation cycle is

complete in a total of 825 ns. Futhermore, from this analysis technique, it is con-

cluded that if the multiplier speed is correct, the lower bound for the maximum operat-

ing frequency of the Clarke ASIC on the simulator is 1.21 MHz. The probability of

every component having to calculate its worst case simultaneously is exceptionally

low. Using the safe scaling factor between the simulator and the fabricated com-

ponents, the fabricated Clarke transformation ASIC is considered functional at *606
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KHz when processing the forwa¡d transformation.l It should be made clear that in the

fabricated ASIC the system clock is scaled as well. The minimum system clock

period in real time is set at *140 ns.

A similar analysis is possible for the reverse Cla¡ke transformation. The three

transformation equations from Chapter 2 that illustrate the calculation algorithm are:

A = cr+ Z (18)

B = I'

c = I'

+"] + +{* t'l}

t'll

(2r)

(22)

Examining these equations with the test speeds from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 in

mind, the longest calculation is to obtain C or B . When the worst case analysis is

performed for equation 22 (either 2l or 22 can be used), it is important to realize that

due to the parallelism of the equation calculation, the speed of the input multiplexing,

and the speed of an adder/subtractor relative to the speed of a multiplier, the partial

product (Z - l/2 a) is ready when the partial product I/2 ç{3 p) is finished. Assum-

ing that the calculation of the produc t tlZ ç{3 p) begins when B is on the input data

bus, and that the multiplier operates at the random-test speed found in section 3.4, the

worst case delay calculation proceeds as follows:

T The speed specifications stated in this chapter assume that the circuit components Ne ca-

pable of operating at maximum frequency all the time and that the calculation times of each

component do not change signiûcantly from fabrication o fabrication.
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through input latch

through 2-1 multiplexer on multiplier

through S2sCG on multiplier input

through multiplier

through oulput S2sCG

through 2-1 multiplexer on adder/subtractor

through adder/subtactor

595 ns

Adding in a factor of 20 r?s once more for the two additional drivers on the output of

the multiplier, the total worst possible calculation time for the reverse Clarke transfor-

mation is 615 ns. Using this value and the minimum system clock period l, the

minimum calculation time f,' required in the timing chart is: t, = 545 ns. Summing all

the times from this section and using the equation T = tr + 4x from the previous sec-

tion, the reverse Cla¡ke transformation cycle is complete in 825 ns. Once again using

the safe scaling factor to forecast the real time operating speed, the fabricated Clarke

ASIC is estimated to operate correctly at *606 KHz in real time. This is also a lower

bound and faster speeds are possible.

The component worst case additive technique yields relatively reliable results, but

it does not produce a realistic view of the actual operating speed. It is an acceptable

method to achieve lower bounds for the maximum operating frequency, but does not

indicate a practical calculation time. To obtain a better feel for the typical calculation

times of the Clarke ASIC, a few selected test cases are processed on the fabricated IC.

The samples tested on the fabricated circuits were selected very carefully. Due to

the simulation problems, the first two test cases were cases the simulator marked as

"never correct". They are listed with the previous circuit states as case 1 and case 2 in

Table I and do test correctly at the speeds shown. The remaining three sets of test

vectors are not randomly selected and are actually generated from the three multiplier

25 ns

+25ns

+30ns

+ 394 ns

+30ns

+25ns

+70ns
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test results of section 3.4. The test vectors are selected such that when the iongest

reverse Cla¡ke calculation path is processed: 1) the inputs to the multiplier in the

Clarke ASIC are the same or close to those found in section 3.4 and make the multi-

plier work the hardest, and 2) the pafüal products in the adders and subtractors with

the multiplier result force the adder or subtractor to calculate its worst case. Since the

output parameters B and C are the results of the longest calculation path for the

reverse Cla¡ke transformation, they are monitored to determine the minimum calcula-

tion time of the fabricated IC. The previous circuit states for each test case do not use

the previous state of the multiplier results from section 3.4 and are randomly selected.

To use the same previous multiplier states as in section 3.4, two different representa-

tions for {-3 -" required and this is not a typical application. The three selectively

generated test cases and the random previous states for the Clarke ASIC are listed at

the bottom of Table 8. The times shown in Table 8 are only values for f' and the

total caiculation cycle times for the five test cases are listed in Table 9. The values in

Table 9 assume a system clock period of x140 ns

Upon examination of these test results, case 1 is found to be the worst case. The

fabricated Clarke transformation ASIC takes x580 ns to produce the correct results.

Consequently, with a system clock of *7.I4 lllÍIz, the reverse Clarke transformation

cycle is considered complete in *1140 ns.

Examining the results of the worst case delay analysis done ea¡lier, and recalling

the two equations used to determine the forward and reverse worst case times, it is

safe to conclude that tf and f, are approximately the same. Since both worst case cal-

culation paths require one pass through a subtractor and one pass through the multi-

plier, the two speeds are expected to be equivalent. As a result, the Clarke transforma-

tion cycles for both the reverse and forward transformations are also equivalent.

Therefore, based on the test results in Table 9, the Clarke transformation ASIC

operates correctly at *877 KHz for both transformation di¡ections. It should be noted

that forward ransformations were also tested to determine if the ASIC was completely

functional, but were not used to estimate total calculation times.
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Case Circuit Test

Case

hevious Circuit
State

Calculation Time
tr (ns )

1

cr = -507
Þ=-93
Z=764

{-3 = loz3

a=369
þ=258
Z=63

{j = toz3

*580

2

a=-M7
þ=260
Z =174

{-3 = toz3

a=99
þ=417

Z =-128
{3 = rc23

*500

J

d,=-2
F=51
Z =M

{-3 = 890

a=99
þ=4ll

Z =-128
{-3 = 890

*400

4

A,=2
þ=210
Z =L6
{-3 = 78

a=346
Þ = -138
Z =234
{-3 = 78

*340

5

cr = 181

Þ=509
Z =-245
{3=ffiq

a=495
þ=-32
Z =155
{3 = 6l+

*500

Table 8: Selective test vector calculation times on the fabricated IC

In summary, there are two operating speeds determined for the Clarke transforma-

tion ASIC. Both speed estimates indicate important facts about the calculation time,

and both are made with a relatively low degree of certainty due to the small number of

test samples and the limitations of the available test equipment. The worst case addi-

rive technique suggests that the fabricated Cla¡ke ASIC operates at *606 KHz, and the

selective test vector method indicates that it operates normally at *877 KfIz
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Case Total Calculation Cycle Times (ns )

1

2

J

4

5

*1 140

*1060

*960

*900

*1060

Table 9: Total Clarke transformation calculation times on fabricated IC

6.3 ÐQOEX Transformation ASIC

6.3"î Final Ðesign

To emphasizethe pad frame layout design objectives discussed in section 6.1 dur-

ing the placement and routing of the DQOEX transformation ASIC is significantly

easier than that for the Clarke transformation ASIC. The reduced component count

and the simplification of the unidirectional transformation matrix helps reduce the com-

plexity of the design. The completed design of the DQOEX ASIC contains two 9 bit

x 9 bit parallel ripple PNMs and one 11 bit adder/subractor. Each multiplier uses one

2-1 multiplexer on one of its inputs to change the multiplier input when the circuit

switches to calculate the second equation. Four input latches are used to store the

incoming data and two oulput latches hold the results. The final 40 pin pad frame lay-

out of the DQOEX transformation ASIC is shown in the picture in Figure 36.

The entire DQOEX transformation, inciuding inputs and ouq)uts, operates in 2s

complement mathematics. The adder/subtractor is set in the user control state and

changes operation when the circuit switches to calculate each of the two equations.

The two multipliers use the sign magnitude multiplication technique discussed in

Chapter 3 and always work in parallel. Each multiplier uses three S2sCGs. One
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Figure 36: Picture of the DQOEX ASIC final layout
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S2sCG is used for each input to extract the magnitude, and one is used at the ouçut to

regroup the product magnitude and the correct product sign. The two input S2sCGs

are controlled by the sign bits of the two 10 bit numbers being multiplied, and the out-

put S2sCG is controlled by the XOR of the sign bits of the two numbers being multi-

plied. The sign bits of the two i0 bit numbers multiplied are not passed onto the mul-

tipliers. Only the 9 magnitude bits are connected to the multiplier cell. The magni-

tude multiplication is performed by 9 bit x 9 bit parallel ripple PNMs. The reduced

size multipliers are used to make room for the surrounding interconnect (as mentioned

in Chapter 3). It was attempted to use the tested 10 bit x 10 bit PNM, but the fit was

too righr. The 9 bit x 9 bit PNMs were made by stripping one row and one column

off the tested 10 bit x 10 bit PNM. The multiplier inputs sin0 and cosO are fed from

EPROM look up tables, and are fixed at 10 bit 2s complement representation. All nine

bits must be used for the magnitude to ensure proper circuit operation. This represen-

tation definiton has to be used so that the proper outputs of the multiplier represent the

multiplication result. Curently, the top 9 bits a¡e used to represent the product.

When two 9 bit numbers a¡e multiplied the oulput product is 18 bits long. 'When one

of these numbers has a decimal equivalent of one or less, the correct product is shifted

9 bits and is always in the top 9 bits of the 18 bit multiplication result. Therefore, the

bottom 9 bits of both PNMs are left unconnected. The top 9 bits of the PNMs pass

through a set of drivers before they reach the ouçut S2sCGs of the multipliers. The

top ttvo input bits of these S2sCGs are grounded to make the 11 bit inputs from the 9

bit multiplier outputs. The outputs of the S2sCGs are also driven before they pass on

to the remaining circuitry to provide sufficient drive for the adder/subtractor inputs.

The data flow of the circuit and the circuit operation is illustrated best by the

block diagram in Figure 37. The four inputs to the circuit are multiplexed into the

four D-latches through the ten input pins at the top of the pad frame and remain fixed

for the calculation of both equations. The only things that change when the equation

is changed a¡e the inputs to the multipliers, the operation of the adder/subtractor, and
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the status of the two output latch control lines. When the first DQOEX transformation

equation

D = c¿cos0+ psinO (2e)

is calculated, the inputs to the multipliers are set and the partial products are calculated

as shown by Figure 37a. The two products are produced by the multipliers in a paral-

lel fashion and when the outputs arrive at the adder/subtractor they are added. The

adder is set to add and when the sum is calculated it passes through the open latch on

the right to the eleven output pins. lVhen the circuit switches to calculate the second

transformation equation

O = crsin0 pcos0 (30)

the inputs to the multipliers change and are held while the partial products are calcu-

lated according to Figure 37b. The products ripple through the multipliers and pass to

the adder/subtractor which is now set to subtract. The result is calculated and passed

through the latch on the left to the second set of eleven ouçut pins. The right latch is

closed before the second equation is calculated and still contains the result of the fi¡st

calculation. The only key point to make about the circuit operation is the switching

between equations. The circuit is designed so that there is one clock line, denoted

CLK (see pin assignment in Figure 39), that controls which equation is being pro-

cessed. When the CLK pin is low, equatíon 29 is processed and the appropriate mul-

tiplier inputs, add/subtract operation, and ouçut latch positions a¡e selected. When the

CLK pin is high, equation 30 is processed with its correct inputs and circuit com-

ponent operations. The CLK line runs to both multiplexers and both ouçut latches

and the correct Cf-K and CLK signals are locally generated by separate d¡ivers. The

add/subtract operation is driven directly by the CLK line.

Due to the extremely small amount of component multiplexing required by the

DQOEX transformation circuit, and the good data flow, the interconnect is relatively

low and the components are packed close together. The transistor density and the
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Figure 37: Paniai products for equations (a) 29 and (b) 30 of the DQOEX transformation
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amounr of necessary interconnect in the final pad frame layout of the DQOEX ASIC

are best illustrated when the cells are fully expanded as shown by the picture in Figure

38. There arc 7964 transistors in the DQOEX ASIC design, and thJre is still substan-

tial area remaining in the 75CÐ ¡tm square workspace.

6"3"2 Inputi0utput

The input requirements and the generated ouçuts of the DQOEX transformation

ASIC are very similar to the Clarke transformation ASIC. There are two sets of inputs

and outputs depending on the direction of the transformation. 'When the DQOEX

ASIC is being used to complete the forward DQO transformation, the two inputs cx

and p are in 10 bit 2s complement forrn with all 9 bits used for the magnitude. The

corresponding oulputs generated are in 11 bit 2s complement form with only 1 sign

bir. If the DQOEX ASIC is starting the reverse DQO transformation, the word lengths

are reduced by one. The input parameters D and Q arc in 10 bit 2s complement form

with only 8 bits of magnitude. The corresponding outputs are in 11 bit 2s complement

form, bur only 9 bits are used for the magnitude. The difference in the word lengths is

due mainly to the difference in the position of the DQOEX ASIC for each DQO

transformation direction, and the word length restrictions of both it and the Cla¡ke

transformation ASIC. When the forward DQO transformation is being calculated, the

DQOEX ASIC uses the outputs of the Cla¡ke ASIC and is limited to 10 bit 2s comple-

menr inputs with 9 magnitude bits. When the reverse DQO Eansformation is being

calculated, the DQOEX ASIC is used first and its outputs are fed to the Clarke ASIC

which is restricted to 10 bit 2s complement inputs with only 9 bits for magnitude.

There are four sets of D-latches used to perform the input multiplexing on the

DQOEX ASIC. Two latches are used to hold the sin0 and cos0 values from the

EPROM look up tables, and two latches a¡e used to hold the other two input parame-

ters. The input multiplexing to these four latches is contolled by two clock lines

labelled ACLINI, and ACLIN2. The selection and control of the four latches is best
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Figure 38: Picture of the DQOEX ASIC with all cells expanded
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explained by the input multiplexing truth table shown in Table 10. The zero under a

latch label indicates that the latch is open, a¡d a one indicates that the data is latched

and being held. A similar note should be made about the latching process here as was

made for the Clarke ASIC. The latches are level sensitive, require time to set up and

obtain the data from the data bus, and need time to close. These are identical latches

to those in the Clarke ASIC and similar precautions have to be taken when changing

the data on the data bus. One additional point about the input multiplexing process in

the DQOEX ASIC is that there is no available tristate. One latch is always open so

the corresponding input value has to remain on the data bus for the entire transforma-

tion calculation time.

ACLINl ACLIN2 sin0 cos0 alD þ/o

00
01
11
10

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

I

1

0

1

1

1

I

0

Table 10: DQOEX ASIC input multiplexing truth table

The input multiplexing sequence denoted in Table 10 is used to provide flexibiliry

and maximum speed when the DQOEX ASIC is used in conjunction with the Clarke

ASIC to perform the forward DQO transformation. The sinO and cos0 inputs are mul-

tiplexed in one after the other and are multiplexed in first. They are loaded into the

D-latches anytime before the cr and B values are ready, and the transformation begins

as soon as cr and B are latched.
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The major advantage of the DQOEX ASIC is that it requires no output multiplex-

ing. Each output has its own 11 bit latch, its own eleven oversized output drivers, and

its own eleven output pins. The output d¡ivers are significantl/ large to provide

enough drive for the ASIC to be used in real applications. The calculation of each

oufput requires a set calcuiation time to ripple through the circuitry and to arrive at its

corresponding output pins. Each circuit output is considered valid when the ripples

settle, and it is at this time that the output is considered available. An added feature of

this ASIC is that the calculation results are stored in the latches after the calculation

process, and the outputs are available at their output pins as soon as they are calcu-

lated. This simplifies the circuit operation and produces slightly faster operating

speeds. o

The DQOEX ASIC uses 37 pins on the 40 pin package. The pin assignment for

the DQOEX ASIC is shown in Figure 39. A summary of the required pins, their pin

numbers, and their labels is as follows:

10 - input pins

1,1 - alD output pins

ll - þlQ output pins

1 - power pin

1 - ground pin

(I1 + 6, I10 -+ 15)

(AO1 -+ 1, AO11 + 31)

(BO1 + 30, tsO11 -> 20)

2 - input multiplexing clocks (ACLINI + 17, ACLIN2 + 16)

1 - equation selection pin (CLK + 5)

(VDD + 18)

(GND -è 4)
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I
c.

3

4

5

6

7

I
I

10
LT

t?
aà

L4
15
16
L7
18
19
20

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
3e
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
?4
e3
2?
2l

AO

NC

NC

6ND

CLK
I1
T2
I3
L4
I5
I6
f7
I8
T9

110
ACLIN2
ACLTNl

VDD

NC

8011

402
403
404
405
406
AO7

408
A09
4010
4011
801
802
803
804
805
806
BO7
BOB

809
8010

NC

I
BO

AO

NO CONNECTION
INPUT
BETA/O OUTPUT
ALPHA/D OUTPUT

Figure 39: DQOEX transformation ASIC pin assignment

6.3.3 Timing

From the discussion in the previous two sections the DQOEX ASIC requires

three clocks to operate. Two of the clocks are used for input multiplexing, ACLIN1

and ACLIN2, and the third, CLK, is used to select the equation calculated. As with

the Clarke ASIC, input multiplexing is the bonleneck in the DQOEX design. If the

multiplexing is eliminated, two clocks are removed and the circuit is predominately

asynchronous. The operation of the CLK line is very simple as it only needs to

switch states half way through the transformation calculation cycle.

The timing required to operate the DQOEX ASIC is shown in Figure 40. The

system clock is not a circuit input and is used strictly for a reference. Also, the data

line is not an input or a clock and is only used to indicate when a data change is made

on the data bus and the order of the incoming data. The levels are not significant and
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only the transistions hold importance (similar to the Clarke ASIC timing charts). One

important note is that the CLK line can start in either logic state. The only

ramification is which equation is calculated fi¡st and which correct-result is ready at

the ouçuts first. The two input multiplexing clocks change state halfway through each

data period on the data bus to give the latches sufficient time to load and latch the

conect data. Assuming that the system clock has a period of t, the two input multi-

plexing clocks work through the four state sequence and multiplex in all the inputs in

4r. The fi¡st three inputs are latched and the fourth input is contained in the last latch

after this time. The clocks remain in this last position, and the last input data remains

on the data bus for the rest of the calculation cycle. After 3t, the ci¡cuit operates for a

set calculation time r¿ while the first equation is processed and the result is passed into

the appropriate output latch. At time 3r + t¿, the CLK line switches state to close the

first output latch and to switch to the second equation. The circuit works for another

f¿ Seconds while the second equation is processed and the result is passed to its output

latch. The first output is ready and waiting at time 3r + t¿, and the second oufput is

available at time 3r + 2t¿. The fust ouçut is read any time after 3r * fu and before

3r + 2to when the next cycle starts. The second output is read any time between

3r+2t¿ and 6t +3td. When CLK line switches state at3t+2t¿ the second output

is latched and held while the process repeats. From the timing diagram the total

DQOEX transformation cycle is considered complete after 3r + 2t¿ seconds. Both

results are available at this time and a new cycle begins.

6"3.4 Operating Speeds

Two techniques are used to determine the maximum operating frequency of the

DQOEX ASIC. Both methods follow the same approach used to estimate the calcula-

tion time of the Clarke ASIC. A lower bound for the maximum operating speed is

first determined by adding the worst case delay of each component in the longest cal-

culation path to produce a total worst case calculation time of the DQOEX
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transformation. A second more realistic speed estimate is then found by testing a

small set of selected test vectors on the fabricated IC. The theoretical worst case

speed analysis of the entire transformation calculation is no, p"rior-ed due to the

complexity of the multiplier and remaining circuitry. The random-test technique is

also unused due to identical simulation time discrepancies and transformation result

miscalculations as discussed for the Cla¡ke ASIC testing in section 6.2.4. The worst

case delay analysis uses simulation times and then scales to real time speeds for the

fabricated ICs. The test speeds for the selective test vector approach are true experi-

mental test results from the fabricated ICs.

The first DQOEX ASIC time determined is the minimum system clock period.

For the DQOEX ASIC the minimum system clock period is only dependent on the

speed of the input latches. Since the latches used in the DQOEX circuit are the same

as those used in the Clarke transformation circuit, the frequency of the system clock is

similar to that used for the Cla¡ke ASIC. Test results indicate that the minimum time

required to set up a latch and to ensure a latch is closed is 25 ns. Consequently, the

minimum system clock period used for the DQOEX transformation circuit is: t = 50

ns. A longer clock period is acceptable, but a smaller one does not guarantee the data

in the latches.

To determine the DQOEX ASIC operating speed using the added worst case

delay of each component, the transformation calculation algorithm is used. The equa-

tions that illustrate the algorithm used in the DQOEX ASIC are:

D = crcosO+ psinO

O = asinO pcos0

(2e)

(30)

It doesn't really matter which equation is used to calculate the transformation

component delay total because both equations use the same components in the same

sequence. Equation 30 is used because it better illustrates the use of the

adder/subtractor. Assuming that the first three inputs are latched and that the
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calculation begins when p is on the data bus, the worst case delay calculation proceeds

as follows:

25 ns throragh input latch

+ 25 ns through 2-1 multipiexers on multipliers

+ 30 ns through S2sCGs on multiplier inputs

+ M ns through multipler

+ 30 ns through output S2sCG

+ 70 ns through 11 bit adder/subtractor

+ 25 ns through output latch and oufput drivers

205 + M ns

Using the random-test worst case calculation results from Chapter 3 for the multiplica-

tion time M, and adding on 20 ns for the two output drivers on the multiplier, the

worst case calculation ume t¿ for either DQOEX equation is 615 ns. Therefore, sub-

stituting the two values for t and t¿ into the equation T = 3r + 2to from the previous

section, the total DQOEX transformation is performed in 1380 ns. Using the safe

scaling factor between the simulator and the fabricated circuits, the fabricated DQOEX

ASIC is considered to operate correctly at *362I(ÍIz. The fabricated DQOEX ASIC

requires 100 ns for the system clock period and calculates the transformation results in

*2.76 ¡ts. This speed result is a useful lower bound for the circuit performance

because there is an extremely low probability that every component will have to simul-

taneously calculate its worst case.

The selective test vector technique uses a similar algorithm as that used to test the

Clarke ASIC. The first test case processed by the fabricated DQOEX IC was a test

case marked as "never correct" by the simulator. This test case and the previous cir-

cuit state is case 1 in Table 11 and operates correctly at the speed shown. The

remaining three test cases are determined once again from the multiplier test cases in

section 3.4. Two test vectors are generated such that when the values arrive at one of
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the multipliers the inputs are identical or very similar to the three test vector sets found

to be the slow cases in section 3.4. For these tests only one of the two multipliers is

forced to run the selective test vectors. The other multiplier processés randomly deter-

mined test vectors. This way two tests are actually performed for every set of four

test vectors. The final results need both multiplier outputs to be correct so the slowest

of the two multiplications is always included in the final calculation time. One advan-

tage of resting the DQOEX ASIC is that the previous multiplier states from section 3.4

can also be used in the DQOEX test cases. Since all four DQOEX transformation

inputs can typically change for each calculation, both multiplier inputs can change

every calculation cycle. Therefore, the three test cases in the remainder of Table 11

are generated from section 3.4 such that the previous stâte of the DQOEX circuit puts

the previous state in one multiplier, and the test case of the DQOEX ASIC produces

the slow test case for the same multiplier. The test results in Table 11 are determined

by monitoring both circuit outputs for either CLK state and are only results for the

calculation time t¿. The total DQOEX calculation cycle times assuming a system

clock period of *100 ns are listed in Table 12.

Examining the test results, the worst case for the DQOEX transformation is case

4. The fabricated DQOEX IC takes *420 ns to calculate each equation and uses

*1140 ns for the entke calculation cycle. Thus, based on these test results the

DQOEX ASIC is considered operational at *877 I(ÍIz. This result is a more realistic

operating speed than the worst case delay result, but ca¡ries a lower degree of cer-

tainty. The degree of certainty can be increased by running more tests, but as before,

the amount of time required to obtain the necessary degree of certainty is unreasonably

long.

Summarizing the results found, two operating speeds are available for the

DQOEX transformation ASIC. The first speed of 362 KHz is a more reliable result,

but is based solely on simulation results and is only beneficial if used as a lower

bound. The second speed of *877 KHz is a more practical result determined from

actual circuit tests, but unfortunately carries a low degree of certainty.
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Case Circuit Test Case Previous Circuit State Calculation

Time t¿ (ns)

I sinO=-428 a=225

cosO=313 F=-13

sin0 = 346 a=327

cosO=-312 þ=-226

*340

2 sin0 = 78 a=210

cosO=31 þ=-32

sin0 = 27 a=202

cosO=-32 Þ=3t

*340

J sinO=378 s=-185

cosO=-101 F=5t

sinO = 341 cr, = 16

cosO=495 F=328

*400

4 sinO = 162 cr = 509

cosO=511 Þ=340

sinO = 479 a=361

cosO=0 Þ=10

*420

Table 11: Selected test vectors and calculation times t¿ on fabricated IC

It will be helpful to note that if the fabricated DQOEX ASIC is operating with

the same system clock as the Cla¡ke ASIC (*140 ns), the DQOEX transformation

cycle takes *1260 ns and is slightly longer than the Cla¡ke transformation cycle.

6"4 Cascade knplernentation ABC <--+ DQO

6"4"1, Ðesígn and Operatioxì

The discussions thus far have only considered each of the two transformation

ASICs separately. The Clarke transformation ASIC has been presented and its opera-

tion of mapping berween ABC and aþZ has been explained. Similarly, the DQOEX

ASIC has been discussed and its mapping between DQ and crp has been illustrated.

The remaining task is to cascade these two ASICs together so that the complete DQO

transformation between ABC and DQO is implemented.
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Case Fabricated IC Calculation

Cycle Time (ns )

1

2

5

4

*980

*980

*1 100

*1140

Table 12: Total DQOEX transformation calculation times on fabricated IC

To use the two ASICs to implement the forward DQO transformation they are

cascaded together as shown in Figure 41. The Clarke ASIC takes in the scaled three

phase ac parameters Ai Bi and Cl and produces the ouçuts cr, Ê, and Z. The

DQOEX ASIC uses the pertinent outputs s and B in conjunction with the sinO and

cos0 values, and produces the new parameters D Md Q used in the new linearly

independent simplified analysis equations. The initial inputs to the Clarke ASIC are in

10 bit 2s complement form and have 2 sign bits and 8 magnitude bits. The ouçuts

generated by the DQOEX ASIC are in 11 bit 2s complement form and use 10 bits for

the magnitude and 1 for the sign. T};'e Z output of the Clarke circuit is not used by

the DQOEX ASIC and is set equivalent to O . It is in 11 bit 2s complement form with

2 sign bits and 9 magnitude bits. V/ith this cascade implementation, input multiplex-

ing is required but there is no output multiplexing. The only drawback with this cas-

cade implementation is the interchip multiplexing. The necessity to pass two parame-

ters through one output channei on the Clarke ASIC, and to input four parameters

through one input channel on the DQOEX ASIC clearly illustrates the VO bottleneck.
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The forward DQO cascade implementation is a sequential design and requires

both ASICS to complete the calculation before the next operation cycle begins. It is
possible to use a pipetrine a¡chitecture, but due to the abscence of a tristate on the

DQOEX ASIC input, one external latch is required. The last ouçut from the Clarke

ASIC is held in the latch while the DQOEX ASIC uses the present values and the

Clarke ASIC processes the next transformation. The pipeline architecture increases the

entire ABC to D]O transformation throughput to 1.5 times that obtainable sequen-

tially.

0,0

Figure 41: Forward DQO transformation cascade configuration

To use the DQOEX and Cla¡ke ASICs to perform the reverse DQO tra¡sforma-

tion, they are cascaded as shown in Figure 42. The two input parameters D arrd Q

arc multiplexed into the DQOEX ASIC with the appropriate values of sinO and cos0
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from the EPROM look up tables. The outputs cr and Ê ate passed onto the Clarke

ASIC with the appropriate Z value, and the Clarke ASIC returns the three ac values

A, B, and C. The inputs to the DQOEX ASIC ci¡cuit and the Z\nputparameter to

the Clarke circuit a¡e in 10 bit 2s complement foÍn with the bottom 8 bits used for

magnitude. The oulputs of the Clarke ASIC a¡e in 11 bit 2s complement form with 10

bits of magnitude. For this cascade, both input and oulput multiplexing are necessary.

The drawback of this cascade is that it requires three external tristate buffers to multi-

plex the separate outputs of the DQOEX ASIC and the Z parameter in to the Cla¡ke

ASIC. The interchip multiplexing bottleneck is very distinct in this cascade implemen-

tation. The need to input three parameters through one input bus forces the use of

three external tristate buffers. This cascade configuration is used for both sequential

and pipelined operation. The input latches on the Clarke ASIC hold the current

transformation intermediate values and once set in the tristate the data bus is ignored.

This provides the option of using the DQOEX transformation ASIC to calculate the

next transformation or leaving it idle during the Clarke calculation cycle.

6.4.2 Timing and Operating Speeds

The timing for the cascade implementations a¡e more complex than desired, but

most of the complications are due to the interchip multiplexing. The most important

aspect of the cascade timing is the overlapping clocks during the interchip multiplexing

that ensure that the correct data is loaded and latched in the set time interval. The

input and ouÞut multiplexing of the entire DQO transformation is identical to the indi-

vidual input and oulput multiplexing of the Clarke and DQOEX ASICs given in sec-

tions 6.2.3 and 6.3.3, but the interchip multiplexing is new. All the timing schemes

for the DQO transformation discussed in this section assume that the preload of the

{-3 multiplication factor for the Clarke ASIC is performed at power up.

The timing chart for the forwa¡d DQO transformation is shown in Figure 43. The

system clock is not a required input and is only used as reference. The line labelled as
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0,0 B,C

TB = Tnistate Buffen

Figure 42: Reverse DQO transformation cascade configuration

data is not an input or clock and is only used to indicate data changes on the data bus

and the order of the incoming data (similar to the timing charts of the previous two

sections). The inputs are multiplexed into the Cla¡ke ASIC in an identical fashion to

the timing used for its individual operation. After the set calculation time r¡ for the

Clarke ASIC, the outputs of the Clarke ASIC are multiplexed out and into the

DQOEX ASIC. The DQOEX ASIC has already loaded in the sin0 and cosO values in

an identical fashion to its individual operation, and has the correct latch open and wait-

ing for the cr output of the Clarke circuit. The DQOEX ASIC input multiplexing

clocks latch the cr output of the Clarke ASIC halfway through the o output multiplex-

ing period. The DQOEX ASIC is then ready to accept the p ourpur from the Clarke

ASIC. The B output cycle is entered, and the DQOEX circuit lets it pass into the

appropriate input latch. The important change tô notice here is that the ourput
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multiplexing clocks of the Clarke ASIC are left with the p output selected and the

input B latch of the DQOEX ASIC is left open for the entire calculation cycie of the

DQOEX circuit. This is necessary because the DQOEX ASIC doesiot enter a tristate

and continues to use the data bus. After the calculation nme q of the DQOEX ASIC,

the CI-K line changes state and the first DQO transformation output is available. The

circuit clocks hold steady for another interval f¿ until the second DQO transformation

output is vatid at the end of the cycle. Assuming a system clock period of t, and

using the appropriate time intervals t¡ and t¿ an the timing chart, the entire sequential

calculation of the D and Q ouçuts is finished in 3t + t¡ + 2t¿ seconds. Using a real

time system clock period of *140 ¿s for t (the largest of the Clarke and DQOEX

ASIC system clock period minimums), the experimental test results for t¡ and r¿ from

the previous sections, and substituting them into this equation, the total calculation

time for the forward DQO transformation using the fabricated ASICs is *1840 ns.

The timing chart for the pipelined forward DQO transformation is shown in Fig-

ure 44. The same notes that were made about the system clock line and the line

labelled as data for the previous timing charts also apply here. The circuit operation

for this cascade implementation is a little different than the sequential configuration.

For pipelined operation, both ASICs must operate at the same frequency. Since the

Clarke ASIC operates faster than the DQOEX ASIC (looking at both worst case delay

and experimental test results with a conìmon system clock period of *140 ns), it is

necessary to slow down the Clarke ASIC to the DQOEX speed by using a wait state

(t*). The two ci¡cuits essentially work in parallel but the Clarke ASIC processes the

new data and the DQOEX ASIC works on the past data. The only overlap of the two

operations is to facilitate the necessary exchange of data. To explain the ci¡cuit opera-

tion, consider the following sequence of events. The Clarke ASIC is running in an

identical fashion to the timing used in its individual operation discussed in section

6.2.3. The only difference is that now it has a wait state after the output multiplexing

that is just long enough to synchronize it to the DQOEX ASIC. During the wait state
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the Clarke ASIC is idle. The DQOEX ASIC is also operating in an identical fashion

to its timing discussed in section 6.3.3. The only difference here is that its timing

diagram is shifted so that it is using the output multiplexing cycles of the Clarke ASIC

as its input data periods instead of those shown in Figure 40. The DQOEX input of

sinO and cos0 is performed before the Clarke ASIC generates cr and p, and the

DQOEX ASIC latches cr in the middle of the cr output multiplexing cycle. The Ê

input latch is ready on the DQOEX ASIC when the p output is selected by the Clarke

ASIC output clocks, but for this ouçut an external latch closes halfway through the B

output multiplexing cyc1e. This allows the Clarke ASIC to begin the next transforma-

tion while the external latch holds the p input for the DQOEX ASIC. The input multi-

plexing clocks of the DQOEX ASIC are set to hold the p latch open during the entire

DQOEX circuit calculation cycle. Once the DQOEX ASIC has its inputs, the first out-

put is ready afrcr t¿ seconds when the CLK line switches state, and the second output

is available after an additional r¿ interval. As soon as the second output is calculated,

the sequence repeats. The first DQO transformation output is read before the sequence

repeats, and the second output is read immediately after the next sequence begins.

With the pipelined operation, more efficient use is made of the components. The same

total amount of time is required to calculate a result as in the sequential operation, but

there is an overlap of simultaneous calculation time in the pipelined architecture to

produce an increased throughput. Using the pipelined configuration, the complete

transformations between A ' B' C' and DQO are performed at the same rate as the indi-

vidual DQOEX ASIC operation. Therefore, using the results of section 6.3.4 (with an

increased system clock period of *140 ns), the pipelined implementation transforms

between A'B'C'and DQO at arate of *794,000 transformations per second.

The timing diagram for the reverse DQO transformation cascade is shown in Fig-

ure 45. This diagram illustrates the pipelined operation used to increase the ASIC

throughputs. To use the pipelined cascade implementation, the Clarke ASIC speed is

reduced to operate at the same frequency as the DQOEX ASIC (using the individual
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Cla¡ke and DQOEX speeds with a common system clock period of *140 ns). The

speed of the Clarke transformation ASIC is decreased by using an extra wait state after

it finishes its calculation. This wait state is just long enough to synchronize the two

ASICs as shown in Figure 45. The pipelined cascade operates with the two ASICs

working simultaneously, but with the DQOEX ASIC working one transformation

ahead of the Clarke ASIC. The only overlap of the two circuit operations occurs when

the outputs of the DQOEX ASIC are passed to the inputs of the Clarke ASIC. The

DQO rransformation process starts with the DQOEX ASIC loading in the four input

pammeters in an identical fashion to its individual operation timing diagram in section

6.3.3. The Q input latch of the DQOEX ASIC remains open and the clock lines and

the data bus remain in their fi¡al states for the entke calculation period. After the

required calculation time t¿, the CI-K line switches states, the p result is latched in the

DQOEX ASIC output latch, and the s equation is started. At to - 2t seconds after

the CLK line transistion, the Clarke ASIC is loaded with the Z nput and the new p

value waiting in the output latch of the DQOEX ASIC. At 3t + ztd the G output is

ready and is passed through the external tristate buffer into the Clarke ASIC which is

waiting with the appropriate latch open. At the same time the CI-K line returns to the

high state and the DQOEX ASIC sequence begins again with the next set of inputs.

While the DQOEX ASIC is working on the next transforrnation, the Clarke ASIC

latches the c¿ value held in the DQOEX ASIC output latch, and begins to complete the

present DQO transformation. After the calculation time t¡, the outputs of the Cla¡ke

ASIC are multiplexed out in an identical fashion to the circuits individual operation

discussed in section 6.2.3. The last output remains on the oulput bus during the wait

state tw until the DQOEX ASIC produces the next transformation results. The Clarke

ASIC sequence is then repeated. The key point to make with the reverse cascade

configuration is that the timing overlap for the interchip multiplexing is critical. The

external tristate buffers must be opened at the correct times to pass on the data to the

Clarke ASIC. They must be synchronized with the input multiplexing of the Clarke

ASIC. V/ith the pipelined operation, the use of both ASICs is more efficient. The
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total calculation time of the transformation is the same, but the simultaneous calcula-

tion time overlap increases the number of operations performed per unit time. With

the pipelined cascade, the Clarke transformation calculation time appears transparent

and the only limitation on the operating speed is the DQOEX ASIC. The pipelined

timing sequence in Figure 45 produces the sarne maximum DQO transformation

throughput as the maximum DQOEX transformation throughput. Hence, the pipelined

cascade of fabricated ASICs generates *794,000 complete reverse DQO transforma-

tions per second. The real time system clock period for this cascade configuration is

once again set at a mimimum of *140 ¿s

The sequential reverse DQO cascade implementation operates similar to the pipe-

lined operation. The timing diagram for the sequential implementation is shown in

Figure 46. The only differences between the sequential and pipelined operations are

that the clocks only switch states half as much during a sequential cycle, and both

ASICs have idle periods. With the sequential operation, the total DQO reverse

transformation is completed by both ASICs before the next cycle begins. From the

timing diagram in Figure 46, the sequential reverse DQO transformation is complete in

5t + 2t¿ * f¡ seconds. Substituting in the appropriate real time values from the previ-

ous sections, the complete reverse DQO transformation from DQO to ABC is per-

formed n *2120 ns by the two fabricated ASICs. Once again, the system clock

period is assumed to be *140 ns.

From the results presented here, it is obvious that the pipelined cascade imple-

mentation of both the forward and reverse DQO transformations is superior. The for-

ward and reverse transformations are performed at a rate of *794,000 transformations

per second with this implementation.
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6.4.3 Functional Test By Application

All the testing techniques used thus far have been used only to determine max-

imum operating speeds. A small set of test vectors are applied to the actual ASICs

and the minimum ca-lculation times are determined. To obtain a more complete set of

test results, a functional test was also performed. The functional test for the Cla¡ke

and DQOEX ASICs uses them in cascade in a typical application and compares the

generated results with the theoretical results. The functional test application used is a

negative sequence detection meter. This application is very common and has predict-

able results that are easy to inte¡pret.

The negative sequence detection meter is used to measure the amount of negative

sequence in a three phase ac system. Any three phase ac system can be reduced to a

linear combination of a balanced positive sequence, a balanced negative sequence, and

a zeÍo sequence. The phasor matrix equation that normally does the reduction is given

as [2]:

(32)

where V+, V_, and Vp represent the balanced positive, balanced negative, and zero

sequence phasors respectively, C[ = ei\il3, and Vo, V¿, and V, *" the respective three

phase ac voltage phasors. Expanding the matrix and rewriting the negative sequence

equation yields:

(33)

Substituting in the phasor equivalents for cr and cr2, this equation reduces to

t ll rrl 
[i]'Lt l 1Jl:

lvo

t (- 
- 

ì

v =å Lu"*cr2vr+crv"J

t (- I
v = + Lu" * vo /tzo + v.l- tzo)

744

(34)



vå = Eu l-v
¿ = E, lq

and the orientation as shown in the phasor diagram in Figure 47. The negative

sequence phasor is found by the resulting phasor addition and the appropriate scaling.

Examining the vector closely, the mathematical expression for the resulting negative

sequence phasor for any possible orientation of the th¡ee ac system phasors is written

as (Assuming that tne V, phasor is used as a reference):

(_
. I I-{v-}

¡1 =tan-r l-' 
t 

Re{v_}
(37)

v = E- ly -+ V-(t¡= E-cos(c.tlr +1)

This expression for the real (Re) and imaginary (Im) parts of the resulting nega-

tive sequence phasor can also be obtained by using the DQO transformation. By using

a value of 0 = - cof in the cosO and sinO expressions of the DQO matrix equation 25

from Chapter 2, the instantaneous DQO transformation values can be used to represent

the negative sequence phasor at any instant in time. The real portion of the phasor is

expressed by the D parameter, and the imaginary portion is expressed by the Q

parameter. Recalling the forward DQO fansformation matrix equation from Chapter 2

and writing out the expanded form for the D and B expressions gives the following

two equations:

Consider the th¡ee ac phasors io,ir, und V., having the values

V¿ = EolC.: -+ VoQ) = Eocos(cor)

-+ V6(t)= E¿cos(cor -y)
-+ V"(t) = E"cos(cor + Q)

., 1 I
Re{V-} = àIt"+ E6cos(120 * V) + E"cos(r2O * O)l (3s)

(36)ImY-¡ = +{ E¿sin(120 + v) + E.sin(120. *,}

nr{V-}' + tmV-}2
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vu l-tzo = n, l-no - rv

E¿sin(120 + t¡$

---T----
E¿cos(120+ry) i t Vo=Eo ß-

E"sin(120 * Ol i v, llzo = ø, lt20 + þ
E"cos(120 + Q)

ia = Eu l-Y

Figure 47: Phasor diagram illustrating the determination of the negative sequence phasor

D = +{o*r, + Bcos(o - r2o)+ Ccos(0 + 120)}

O = +{o ,,", + B sin(o - rz0)+ csin(o + 120) 
}

(38)

(3e)

Substituting the real time expressions for the phasors io,iu, and V, from above for

the values A, B , and C respectively, and the value 0 - - cDf for the negative sequence

detection, the resulting expressions for the D and Q parameters as a function of time

are given as:

.( ID(t) = Ilt"+ E6cos(120 * V) + E,cos(120 + Q) Ir[ )

. *lr*.s(2ror) + E¿cos(2co t + r20- V) + E,cos(Zrot - 120. *rÌ (40)
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Q(t) = +{ E¿sin(120 + V) + E.sin(120. *,}

- å {t,.t 
(2at)+ E¿sin(2co t + r20- V) + E,srn(Zar - ,ro. *, 

}

= +{- E6sin(120 + v) + E"sin(120. rr}

(41)

Examining these two equations and comparing them with equations 35 and 36, the real

and imaginary portions of the negative sequence phasor can be obtained from the DQO

transformation if the second order harmonic oscillating waveforms are filtered out. By

using a filter that removes the 2cor harmonics from both equations 40 and 41, the

resulting expressions for D and Q arc:

(42)

Q(t) (43)

Therefore, the filtered instantaneous values D and Q given by the DQO transformation

can be used in equation 37 to give the instanteous value of the negative sequence pha-

sor, and detect the amount of negative sequence in any three phase ac system at any

instant in time.

To implement the negative sequence detection meter with the Cla¡ke and DQOEX

ASICs, the sequential cascade implementation is used in conjunction with three A/D

converters and an averaging filter. The block diagram of the circuit design is shown in

Figure 48. The three ac quantities A, B, and C, are monitored with three 10 bit A/D

converters and fed to the Clarke ASIC inputs. The Clarke transformation is performed

and the ø and p outputs are passed on to the DQOEX ASIC. The sinO and cos0

values from the EPROM look up tables are multiplexed with the cr and p values, and

the DQOEX ASIC completes the transformation. A phase locked loop is used to

select cos0 and sin0 from the look up tables so that the necessary relationship between

0 and ot is achieved. The D and Q outputs are then connected to two averaging

D (t) = +{, "+ 
E 6cos(120 * ,t) + E,cos(tro . O) 

}

t47



filters to eliminate the second order harmonics from the D and Q ouçut waveforms.

The outputs of the filters are combined as defined by equation 37, and the instantane-

ous representation of the negative sequence phasor is determined. The phasor magni-

tude is passed through a fi¡al D/A converter to generate an analog result representing

the amount of negative sequence in the three phase ac system. The averaging filters

and the system work with 256 samples for every fundamental cylce at 60 Hz. The

digital to analog converter at the output of the detection circuit is strictly used for

comparison purposes. The results are easier to interpret and monitor, and are more

comparable to the theoretical results when in the analog form.

The test circuit design specifics are given in Appendix A, but the basic operation

follows a timing sequence similar to that presented for the forward sequential DQO

transformation in section 6.4.2. The only difference is that for this implementation the

two ASICs have reduced speeds and the sinO and cosO values are input one system

clock cycle earlier. Since the test is basically to determine if the circuit is functional

the speed is reduced to decrease the cost of the support chips. For the test circuit

designed, the system clock has a period of 3.25 ps, and the DQO transformations are

performed at a reduced rate of 15,360 transformations per second. This speed is con-

sidered more than sufficient for the type of test being performed. The reason for the

input of the sinO and cos0 values one system clock cycle earlier is related to the phase

locked loop. The phase locked loop generates the look up table key, 0 - - cor, which

is dependent on the time the ac system is sampled. To generate the correct key for the

sinO and cos0 look up table EPROM, the key is generated and used at the same time

the ac waveform is sampled. This implies that sin0 and cos0 be latched in the

DQOEX ASIC during the ac waveform sampling cycle. This is not a critical timing

change because one clock cycle in this time period doesn't change the circuit operation

when the sequential cascade configuration is used. The timing chart used for this test

application circuit is included in Appendix A.
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Figure 48: Block diagram of the negative sequence detection meter
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At present, the circuit has just been completed and preliminary functional test

results have been encouraging. It appears that the meter is operating conectly and that

rhe digital implementation has eliminated many of the drifting unJ inur.uracy prob-

lems of the analog implementation. There are some minor areas that need to be

designed to finish the averaging filters and to completely test the circuit. Final test

results are expected in July 1987.
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CF{APT'ÐR 7

R.ec ornmendations and C onclwsions

Analyzing the work that has been done, the design decisions that have been

made, and the test results that have been found, there are some recoÍrmendations that

can be made for future development and some important results to conclude. This

chapter begins with a brief view of the improvements that can be made in the design

and construction with the new technologies now available. It also recoÍrmends some

slight changes that can be made to the existing design that will improve its operation.

The chapter ends with some sound conclusions regarding the results of this research.

7"3, Recommendations For Future Ðesigns

After reviewing the circuit layouts, the operation timing diagrams, and the test

results, there a¡e a few definite improvements that can be made by design changes and

the use of new technology. The design alterations a¡e all inpulouçut related, and are

only recommended to simplify the circuit operation. The changes that can be made

with the new technologies presently available a¡e directed mostly at the ci¡cuit design

and the pad frame layout. They are considered the most important recommendations

because they can be used to increase the calculation accuracy by increasing the com-

ponent word lengths, or they can be used to increase the calculation speed by reducing

the individual component calculation times.
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The first and most important recommendation that is a direct consequence of the

test results is to improve the degree of certainty in the test speedt The test speeds

that have been quoted are based on a very small percentage of all the possible test

cases. To increase the certainty with which these speed statements are made, a more

sophisticated circuit tester should be used or a high speed application should be imple-

mented. These results will produce a more accurate speed assessment, and will give a

better indication of the actual design limitations. A more complete set of test results

will help determine what alterations should be made for the next design iteration.

There are three basic inpuy'output changes that should be considered for future

designs. At present the inputs to the Clarke ASIC are multiplexed in with the order

CBA for the forward transformation and Zaþ for the reverse transformation. This

order was decided upon using the rule that the parameters needed for the longest cal-

culation path must be input first. The present order works well for the forward

transformation, but is not the optimum for the ¡everse transformation. The longest cal-

culation during the reverse Clarke transformation requires the B input. The calculation

time for the reverse transformation can be reduced by at least one system clock period

if B is input first instead of second. This change does not affect any of the other cal-

culation times related to the input multiplexing sequence, and is a direct speed

enhancement. The speed improvement of the new input multiplexing sequences BCA

andþZa is small in comparison to the total transformation time, but it is an enhance-

ment that is easily obtainable. There are also some changes that can be made to the

inpulouçut operation of the DQOEX ASIC. The problem with the DQOEX ASIC

input multiplexing is that it has no tristate. The last input must be held on the data

bus for the entire transformation calculation time. This is an undesirable restriction

and is especially obvious in the pipelined forward DQO transformation cascade which

requires the external latch. To correct the problem a thfud input multiplexing clock

should be added to the DQOEX ASIC. V/ith th¡ee clock lines instead of two, the four

necessary input latching states as well as a tristate can be implemented. There are
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enough pins on the DQOEX ASIC to facilitate a thi¡d input multiplexing clock and all

that is required is the necessary logic. This is an easy alteration that eliminates the

need for the extra external latch. A further change to consider for the future

inpuVouçut design of the DQOEX ASIC is to use one output bus and two input buses.

The present DQOEX ASIC uses one input bus and two output buses. The problem

with this configuration is that to multiplex in the two parameters ct, and B and the two

look up table values cosO and sinO, th¡ee external tristate buffers are needed to isolate

the different input sources. Furthermore, when the ASIC is being used in the reverse

DQO transformation, three external tristate buffers a¡e needed to isolate the two

different oulputs and the Z parameter when they are connected to the Cla¡ke ASIC.

Two external tristate buffers can be eliminated if the number of input and output buses

is reversed. By using two input buses to input the four parameters, and only one out-

put bus to multiplex out the results, the isolation needs are reduced. The two input

buses can be utilized either to separate the EPROMs from the other two input parame-

ters or to separate one EPROM and one input from the other EPROM and the other

input. The costs are about the same for either implementation. The reduction to one

output bus forces an internal 2-1 multiplexer to be used for ourput multiplexing with

the DQOEX ASIC, but this is not a major problem. There is plenty of room in the

DQOEX ASIC and with only one oulput being generated at a time, there is no direct

time disadvantage. This change should be considered ca¡efully and is very dependent

on the type of application the circuit is going to be used for. It adds an additional

clock for output multiplexing but reduces the control logic for t'wo external latches.

The most distinct improvements that can be made to the present two ASIC

designs will result from the use of a more state of the art processing technology. The

Clarke and DQOEX ASICs are designed and processed with a 3 lt*, single layer

metal, single layer polysilicon technology. Relative to the technology used in the

present CMOS circuits and the new high speed digital signal processors, these design

facilities are fairly primitive. The next design iteration should be done with a new
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design technology. The improvements that can be made by using a double metal 1.5

prn design technology, for example, are significantly obvious. V/jth a double layer

metal technology the speed of the circuits can be increased and the size of the com-

ponents can be reduced. Looking at the test results it is clear that the limiting com-

ponent on the speed performance of these two ASICs is the parallel ripple positive

number multiplier. The speed of both ASICs is dominated by the speed of the multi-

plier. To obtain any significant gain in speed the multiplier has to be made to work

faster. The main problems with the present multiplier are that it contains too much

polysilicon in the ripple carry and ripple sum outputs of each adder/AND cell, and

there is no buffering for either of these oufputs. With a double metal layer, these

problems can be eliminated. Using the second layer of metal instead of polysilicon to

route with, the polysilicon content of each adder/AND cell can be minimized without

an increase in the final cell size. The elimination of polysilicon and the use of metal

will reduce the ripple charge/discharge times of both oulput lines, and the speed of the

multiplier will increase. Furthermore, with the use of metal instead of polysilicon, the

need for buffers can be reduced enough to justify their use. With the loads on the rip-

ple ouçuts having substantially less polysilicon, the normal output inverters will be

able to provide enough drive to eliminate the need for a driver in every cell. If a

driver is only needed after every third or fourth cell, they can be used without produc-

ing a multiplier that is too large to use. Therefore, double layer metal can reduce the

loads on the ripple outputs and indi¡ectly add the necessary buffers to the ripple carry

and ripple sum outputs without substantially increasing the multiplier size. Double

layer metal can also be used in a similar fashion to increase the speed of the other cir-

cuit components. By eliminating polysilicon as a routing layer, the charge/discharge

times can be reduced for each component. It is not a critical change in the other com-

ponents, but it is a possible improvement.

If the transformation speed is presently sufficient, the double layer metal can be

used to make the workspace appear larger. By using the third routing layer, the
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component sizes and the cell interconnect area can be reduced. By making more com-

pact cells, the total a¡ea of a circuit component will be reduced-and the available

workspace will appear larger. Similarly, if the second metal layer is used with the

existing metal layer to interconnect the components, the circuit interconnect area can

be reduced by approximately 507o. Considering the amount of interconnect used in

the Clarke ASIC, this saving is very important. In addition to the workspace and

speed increases provided by double metal technology, the use of 1.5 plz design rules

will produce four times the present workspace and will further reduce the component

calculation times. The speed is important, but the increase in workspace is more valu-

able and has more ramifications on the possible design improvements. V/ith the

amount of workspace increase produced by the double metal I.5 ¡t m technology, the

alterations to the existing design are endless. The extra room can be used to increase

the transformation speed, increase the transformation accuracy, reduce the interchip

multiplexing, or do a combination of all three. By adding full look ahead adders and

fully buffered adder/AND cell ouçuts, the Clarke and DQOEX transformation speeds

can be increased. By using four multipliers, one adder, and one subtractor in the

DQOEX ASIC, the two equations can be done in parallel instead of the present serial

technique and the DQOEX ASIC transformation time can be reduced by 50Vo. An

important possible alteration provided by the large increase in workspace is the place-

ment of both ASIC designs in one pad frame. Having one ASIC to perform the com-

plete DQO transformation instead of the existing two eliminates a majority of the

present interchip multiplexing problems. The larger workspace simplifies the ASIC

implementation of the DQO transformation. A further possibility provided by the

increase in workspace is the elimination of the external sinO and cosO EPROMs. The

ASIC can be designed such that it approximates sinO and cos0 with a power series or

uses on boa¡d look up tables. The increase in workspace provided by the 1.5 ¡-t,m

double metal technology puts an entire new perspective on the design approach and

objectives.
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One last improvement that can be made with the use of new technology is the

complete elimination of input/ouçut multiplexing. By using a pad frame with more

pins the need for multiplexing will be eliminated. A pin grid array (PGA) can provide

sufficient pins such that all 30 or 40 inputs, and all 33 or 22 ouçuts have their own

pins. This completely eliminates the multiplexing requirements and the Clarke ASIC

can operate completely asynchronously and the existing DQOEX ASIC operation can

be reduced to one simple clock. The simplicity provided by the removal of the multi-

plexing clocks satisfies the initial design criterion of operational simplicity far better.

7 "2 Conclusions

The results of this research indicate that the hardwa¡e digital implementation of

the Clarke and DQO linear transformations is a very feasible and advantageous

approach. The two Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs)that have been

designed sufficiently satisfy ttre initial design criteria of speed, simplicity, and accu-

racy, and provide a better method of transformation than is currently available.

Transformation speeds above 800 KHz are available with 10 bit word lengths to pro-

vide ample accuracy, and the circuit operation only uses inpuloutput multiplexing and

one additional clock. With these speeds and this accuracy, most real time application

needs are clearly satisfied by these two ASICs.

V/ith the new ASICs the Clarke and DQO transformations can be done with two

ICs and a few support chips for timing. This is far better than the current

analog/digital techniques that occupy much more circuit board area and have low accu-

racy. Furthermore, the ASIC approach is not a software fix as provided by the new

digital signal processor techniques, ild with only a need for multiplexing clocks,

which are easily produced by a few support chips, the operation of the new ASICs is

far simpler than the existing DSP approaches. Using CMOS ASIC hardware imple-

mentations has the other IC characteristic advantages as well. The dependability and

accuracy of ICs is far higher than any analog component available. V/ith a high
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volume, the cost of the ASICs is very economical, and if processed with state of the

art technologies the operating speeds are faster and the transformations are far simpler

than any other implementation presently available.

The use of CMOS ASICs to perform the Cla¡ke and DQO linea¡ transformations

is also a beneficial solution because it opens the door for future development. As pro-

cessing methods improve, and better technologies are incorporated, improvements on

the current ASICs can be made to simplify and improve the circuit operation, increase

the speed and accuracy, and keep the ASIC approach competitive. Furthermore, hav-

ing two ASICs developed that are equivalent, if not superior, to cuffent methods

should encourage the further use of ASICs in other engineering fields. ASICs are a

very good approach to many problems, and are becoming more and more popular.
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APPÐNÐXK ,E

Negative Sequence NÍeter Circwit Specifics

The test circuit constructed to implement the negative sequence detection meter

consists of three major sections. The first section is the combinational logic used to

generate the necessary clocking sequence and consists of counters and simple logic

gares. The second part of the circuit is the forward DQO cascade of the Clarke and

DQOEX custom ASICs. The last section used to control the negative sequence opera-

tion, filter the waveforms, and produce the vector magnitude is the TMS320 digital

signal processor.

The negative sequence detection circuitry works on 256 samples per 60 Hz cycle.

This is a very slow transformation rate but is sufficient for the desired results. The

master clock that synchronizes the timing logic comes from a phase locked loop that

generates 5120 pulses per 60 Hz cycle. Two pulses are used per period to generate a

square wave and ten periods of this 153,600 (2560 x 60) Hz clock are used per DQO

transformation. The timing for the DQO forward cascade is a sequential implementa-

tion and is shown in Figure 49. The clocks D, C1, C2, CLOI, and CLO2 pertain to

the Cia¡ke ASIC and are equivalent to Clarke Data, CLINI, CLIN2, CLOUTI, and

CLOUT2 of the timing chart in Figure 34. The next two clocks ACl, and AC2, and

the clock at the botrorn, CCK, are used for the DQOEX ASIC and are equivalent to

ACLIhtr1, ACLIN2, and CLK in the timing chart of Figure 40. fn" nOtut np line is

the clock pulse that controls the state of the cosO and sin0 tristate buffer. When this

line is low the EPROM value is passed through the buffer and read by the DQOEX

ASIC. A high value on this line puts the buffer in tristate. Two ROM RD pulses are
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used on a singe line because the 256 values for cos0 and sin0 are located in a single

EPROM and are accessed once each through the same buffer. The look up key for the

EpROM is generated by a 256 counter that is pulsed by a scalea inase locked loop

output and reset at a zero crossing. The three separate A/D RD lines are used to

obtain the three input variables .4 , .8, and C from the 10 bit analog to digital convert-

ers. The A/D read when the clock line is low is indicated by the letter in the low

pulse of the A/D RD clock line in the timing diagram. When all three A/D RD lines

are high, the bus is in tristate. The last clock line tabelled CONVERT, is generated by

the TMS320 and initiates a new conversion in the three sampling A/Ds. Excluding the

convert line, all twelve timing patterns are generated by the simple combinational logic

circuitry shown in Figure 50.

After the Clarke ASIC generates cr and F and passes them on to the DQOEX

ASIC, the D and, Q resulrs a¡e read by the TMS320 to complete the phasor magnitude

calculation. The TMS320 uses a 256 point averaging filter for each of the D and Q

waveforms. The averaging filter works on a running total that has the present sample

added and the sample obtained 257 cycles ago subtracted before the total is divided by

256. The frlter outpurs are individually squared and added to each other before the

square root is taken. The square root is a successive approximation subroutine that

was developed at the University of Manitoba. The final square root is passed from the

TMS320 to rhe outpur D/A and the resulting analog waveform is a scaled representa-

tion of the magnitude of the negative sequence phasor.

The schematic for the entire system is shown in Figure 51.
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Figure 50: Negative sequence meter combinational logic (as of June, 1987)
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